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Chapter 661 - New Asgard Master 

However, even if Ye Qingsheng’s speed was ten times faster, it would still be impossible for him to 

escape from Yun Che’s palms. Yun Che stood still, reached out his arm, and an invisible cold air stabbed 

through the space, instantly shooting out further than three hundred kilometers. The body of Ye 

Qingsheng, who was desperately escaping, became stiff and fell onto the ground while he was 

screaming. Following that, his whole body was frozen under a layer of ice that was rapidly getting 

thicker. 

“Keep... keep him alive!” exclaimed Gong Yuxian with a rapid voice. 

Even without Gong Yuxian’s reminder, Yun Che wasn’t planning to kill Ye Qingsheng in the first place. He 

had already confirmed that these people were from the Sun Moon Divine Hall, but he still didn’t know 

why they would attack the Frozen Cloud Asgard... especially when these people were obviously under 

the command of Ye Xinghan himself! 

At the very least, he must figure out the reason behind this... especially Ye Xinghan’s goal. 

In the blink of an eye, Ye Qingsheng’s whole body was completely sealed with ice, and whether it was 

his body or profound energy, they were all sealed completely. He laid on the ground without moving. 

Yun Che opened his palm, and along with a chaotic airflow, Ye Qingsheng’s ice sealed body flew up from 

the ground, quickly flew backwards until it landed by Yun Che’s foot, and was heavily stamped on by Yun 

Che’s feet ... The moment his feet landed, the ice layer that covered Ye Qingsheng’s whole body 

shattered in an instant. 

Ye Qingsheng wasn’t unconscious. Without the ice layer on his body, his whole body was still shivering 

from the cold, and his face was covered with bruises, but his profound energy was completely 

suppressed and locked by a strength that was so strong he couldn’t even resist against it. No matter how 

hard he tried, he wasn’t able to use any of it. 

Yun Che lifted his eyes and slowly moved his feet away from Ye Qingsheng’s back. Even without Yun Che 

stepping on him, that overbearing force of suppression still existed. On top of that, his body was 

completely frozen stiff. Not mentioning standing up, he couldn’t even lift his arms or turn his head. 

There was only weak, unclear moaning coming from his mouth. 

Bang! 

Yun Che kicked Ye Qingsheng into a corner of the Frozen End Divine Hall, didn’t give him another look, 

and hurried to Gong Yuxian’s front. Because he felt that Gong Yuxian’s breath was getting weaker by the 

moment, if it kept going on like this, her life would end at any moment. 

“Asgard Mistress, you asked me to keep him alive, was it to question them where they are from?” Yun 

Che asked peacefully while facing Gong Yuxian as he started to circulate Great Way of the Buddha and 

gather the nature’s energy. 

Murong Qianxue, Jun Lianqie, Mu Lanyi, Chu Yueli, Feng Hanyue, Feng Hanxue... and all of the Frozen 

Cloud disciples looked straight at him with blank looks on their faces. All of their eyes were in a haze as if 



they were covered with ice mist and in a blur as if they were in a dream... Perhaps, they supposed, up 

until this very moment, they were still in the most fantastic dream. 

A catastrophic calamity. During these six months, they were always in a desperate, hopeless situation... 

Their enemies included two Overlords and ten late-stage Thrones, and they could not fight against that 

power no matter what. For six months, they relied on the last breath of the Frozen End Divine Hall. 

Today, when the villains broke open the Frozen End Divine Hall, every one of them had prepared for 

death and had already stopped hoping for any miracle to appear... but, Yun Che, who had died three 

years ago on the Primordial Profound Ark... the only male disciple of their Frozen Cloud Asgard actually 

came back at the very last moment and appeared before them. 

Not only did he miraculously come back alive, his strength had become so strong that it was both 

completely unbelievable and incomprehensible. Ten strong, high-level Thrones were all killed by him in 

two short seconds; Overlords that were considered as so strong that they were horrifying and exceeded 

the existence of legends to Blue Wind Nation could not resist in front of Yun Che at all; they were no 

different from newborn babes. 

The danger that placed them in a desperate situation was solved in the blink of an eye because of Yun 

Che’s return. The eleven villains who they hated and feared were all dead with their bodies unwhole, 

and the only one that remained was paralyzed, effectively dead. But none of them cheered in joy 

because all of this was too unreal. At this moment, they couldn’t believe the Yun Che before their eyes 

was the Yun Che that they knew. 

“Yes...” Gong Yuxian nodded slowly. “Our Frozen Cloud Asgard... cannot... not know... why we’re 

suffering from this disaster... cough... cough, cough...” 

Gong Yuxian coughed severely, and a trace of black blood fell from the corner of her mouth. 

“Mistress!” Murong Qianxue and Jun Lianqie exclaimed, and immediately, they started to transfer their 

own profound energy into her body in desperation. Yun Che also put his palm onto her chest right away 

and let the nature’s essence that he had just gathered flow into her lifeline. “Asgard Mistress, don’t 

worry. We will definitely be able to get to the bottom of this... The person behind this, no matter who it 

is, will have to pay a heavy price for this... Asgard Mistress, don’t speak now, close your eyes and calm 

yourself... There is no danger any longer, you just have to heal your wounds in peace and you will 

recover very soon!” 

“No...” But Gong Yuxian shook her head and said, “There are somethings, that I must... say now...” 

Gong Yuxian’s voice was trembling and weak, but at this moment, her eyes were not unfocused 

anymore. Instead, they were bright and clear; even the weak vitality in her body had suddenly 

stabilized... But Yun Che didn’t stop worrying at this change; rather, his heart immediately sunk... 

This was... a moment of clarity right before death! 

Gong Yuxian was using all of the remainder of her life force... in exchange for one last bit of short clarity. 

“Asgard Mistress, you...” 



“Don’t... say anything... Listen to me... listen to me...” Gong Yuxian’s lips were trembling, and her weak 

voice was filled with deep urgency, causing Yun Che to not dare to interrupt her anymore. “Yun Che... 

Can you tell me... what realm your strength is at now?” 

Everyone’s focus gathered on Yun Che once again. They were all incredibly curious of what realm his 

strength was at now, but Yun Che knew that Gong Yuxian absolutely did not ask this question out of 

curiosity. He seriously responded, “My profound strength realm is at the third level of the Emperor 

Profound Realm, but if I use all of my strength, I might be able to battle against a Monarch that is under 

the third level.” 

Battle... against a Monarch? 

Indescribable shock and looks of disbelief revealed themselves on the Frozen Snow disciple’s beautiful 

faces as they all gasped uncontrollably. If Yun Che were to use all of his strength, he could battle against 

a Monarch... That meant, Yun Che’s strength now, was already at the legendary... Sovereign Profound 

Realm!! 

This was the highest realm that could be reached by the profound practitioners not only in Blue Wind 

Nation, but the entire Profound Sky Continent! It was the peak plane in this world! Once one entered 

this realm, one would become a true Monarch among humans! A true legend of the profound way. 

Gong Yuxian’s expression was very calm, but in her eyes, an instant of bright brilliance flashed. She said 

slowly, “Then do you... still admit... that you are a disciple of Frozen Cloud Asgard?” 

“If Asgard Mistress doesn’t expel me, I will always be the disciple of Frozen Cloud Asgard,” Yun Che 

claimed without hesitation. He reached out his palm, and a, ice-blue frost crystal slowly appeared in the 

center of his palm. “This Frozen Cloud Soul Crystal was personally given to me by Grand Asgard Mistress 

back then, and it is the proof of my identity as the disciple of Frozen Cloud Asgard. Even though I have 

left Frozen Cloud Asgard for three years, this has always been on this disciple and was never left 

behind.” 

Looking at the Frozen Cloud Soul Crystal in Yun Che’s hand, Gong Yuxian’s eyes showed movement. She 

used all of her strength to slowly nod, and even her voice was accompanied with excitement, “Good... 

good... good... In a short six years... from no profound strength at all to being able to battle against a 

Monarch... Only six years... There has never been a case like this before in the Profound Sky Continent... 

Even though we are also a petty existence... you are still... willing to admit that you are my asgard’s 

disciple... You are indeed... a man who values relationships... No wonder... Yuechan was willing to 

abandon the Frozen Cloud for you... Qingyue wasn’t able to stop worrying because of you... Senior 

Master even broke the thousand year sect rule to let you become the first male disciple...” 

Gong Yuxian said these many things in one go, but her face become rosy from pale. Yun Che knew that 

this wasn’t because her status was improving, but it was because she was another step closer to death. 

“Qingyue married you... Yuechan left the asgard because of you... I once thought that you were a 

misfortune to Frozen Cloud... When Senior Master accepted you as a male disciple, I also once couldn’t 

accept or understand it... But today, I just found out that you are not only not a misfortune to Frozen 

Cloud, you are the savior given to my Frozen Cloud Asgard by the heavens... If it wasn’t for you, Frozen 

Cloud Asgard wouldn’t exist after today... Senior Master was indeed insightful and wise...” 



“Mistress, stop talking.” Feng Hanyue and Feng Hanxue were already so anxious that they were close to 

crying. “The danger has passed. We will take you to the Frozen Heart Hall immediately... When we get 

there, you will definitely recover very soon.” 

“No...” Gong Yuxian weakly shook her head, and in determination said, “Don’t move me... Finish... finish 

listening to what I have to say... Yun Che... Since you admit your identity as the disciple of Frozen Cloud, 

then are you... willing to listen to my, this Asgard Mistress’, command?” 

“...” Yun Che nodded. He didn’t try to convince Gong Yuxian because he knew that, to someone who was 

already filled with the will to die, even the strongest medical skills wouldn’t be able help. “I am the 

disciple of Frozen Cloud Asgard. Naturally, I will listen to the command of the Asgard Mistress.” 

“Good...” Gong Yuxian’s voice trembled even harder, her tone was suddenly even more solemn and just. 

“Frozen Cloud’s disciple, Yun Che... kneel down and listen to my command!” 

Yun Che was stunned slightly, but facing the current Gong Yuxian, he couldn’t refuse at all. He kneeled 

down on one knee in seriousness before her, and at this moment, he saw Gong Yuxian’s right palm 

slowly open. A small, exquisite, diamond-shaped icicle floated in the air above the back of her palm, and 

it released a strange, fantastic blue light. 

Looking at this icicle, the Frozen Cloud’s Seven Fairies were all severely moved, and as they lost their 

voices, stammered, “That... that is...” 

“This icicle is called the ‘Frozen Cloud Celestial Soul,’ it carries all of the Frozen Cloud Asgard’s arts, 

secrets, and precious memories of the past Asgard Mistresses. With this, you can also unlock every 

restriction in the asgard... and this, is also the proof of identity of my Frozen Cloud Asgard for the Asgard 

Mistress...” Gong Yuxian reached out, her arms trembling, and placed the Frozen Cloud Celestial Soul 

before Yun Che. 

“I will now... give you this ‘Frozen Cloud Celestial Soul’... From now on, you will be my Frozen Cloud 

Asgard’s... New Asgard Master!” 

Chapter 662 - Divine Phoenix Coming Again 

Gong Yuxian’s words and shocking actions were obviously her dying will. Murong Qianxue heavily shook 

her head. “Asgard Mistress, don’t be like this... you’ll definitely be fine. Our Frozen Cloud Asgard needs 

you.” 

“Asgard Mistress! We’ve already escaped from danger and you’ll be able to recover soon. Now... is not 

the time to pass on the position of Asgard Mistress.” 

“Asgard Mistress...” 

“Don’t try to persuade me...” Gong Yuxian smiled, “My profound strength has completely dispersed. 

Even if I fully recover, I would still only be a cripple and will only become a burden to Frozen Cloud 

Asgard... The only reason why I’ve forcefully willed myself to stay alive was because I was not yet 

satisfied. Now that Frozen Cloud Asgard has escaped danger and the most suitable person to become 

Asgard Master has appeared, I can finally... be at ease and accompany Senior Master...” 



Originally, the next in line for Asgard Mistress was Xia Qingyue. However, over five months ago, under 

the crisis, Gong Yuxian forcefully ordered Xia Qingyue to flee using the profound escape formation, but 

due to the panic caused by her fright, she had forgotten to pass her the “Frozen Cloud Celestial Soul...” 

Currently, if Yun Che were able to become the Asgard Master of Frozen Cloud Asgard, then that would 

perhaps be an even better ending. Or perhaps that was also heaven’s will. 

“Yun Che... I am well aware that me passing the position of Asgard Mistress to you... is quite tough on 

you... With your current cultivation, even if you entered one of the Four Great Sacred Grounds, you 

would probably still be able to obtain a high position... But... even though the calamity has temporarily 

passed, the mastermind behind these villains is an enormous power that Frozen Cloud Asgard simply 

cannot contend against... Me... selfishly... handing over Frozen Cloud Asgard to you... is my command as 

Asgard Mistress... and also... my request... Please... you must... promise... promise me...” 

Gong Yuxian focused all her energy into her hand to grab onto the front of Yun Che’s clothes. Her eyes 

were tearful and were completely filled with deep beseechment... Right, beseechment. 

Frozen Cloud Asgard’s Mistress... was the “supreme” noble identity in Blue Wind Nation. The prestigious 

name was so prosperous that it even exceeded the name of the Blue Wind Emperor, and only the title of 

Heavenly Sword Villa Master could be compared with it. But now, she was begging a person deeply to 

succeed the position of Asgard Mistress... and that person was a man; it was unprecedented in the 

history of Frozen Cloud Asgard. 

This was because Gong Yuxian knew clearly that the disaster of Frozen Cloud Asgard was not over yet, it 

was only the beginning. Those people that were demolished by Yun Che were only a few underlings, and 

there were only so many forces in Profound Sky Continent that could have Overlords as their underlings. 

She had even already vaguely surmised that the person behind all of this was possibly those who could 

undermine the entire Profound Sky Continent... one of the Four Great Sacred Grounds... 

To save Frozen Cloud Asgard, she could only grab onto the last resort, which was the first, and also the 

only, male disciple in the history of Frozen Cloud Asgard... Yun Che, who was only at the mere age of 

twenty-two, yet with enough strength to have already stepped into the Sovereign Profound Realm. 

The Frozen Cloud Asgard that was all female had a male as their Asgard Master; this would definitely 

attract the criticism of everyone under heaven. Yun Che knew, if they weren’t pushed into such a 

desperate situation, they would definitely not have made such a decision. Gong Yuxian didn’t want to 

see Frozen Cloud Asgard destroyed, and Yun Che was the same. How would he be willing to see that... 

Xia Qingyue belonged here, Chu Yuechan also belonged here, the Frozen Cloud Arts and Frozen End 

Divine Arts also came from this place... Frozen Cloud Asgard and himself were already linked in countless 

ways. 

“...Alright!” Under Gong Yuxian’s imploring gaze , Yun Che took a deep breath, nodded slowly, reached 

out his right hand, and touched the Frozen Cloud Celestial Soul with the back of his hand. 

The Frozen Cloud Celestial Soul released a gentle blue light, automatically flew towards Yun Che, and 

then disappeared little by little above the back of his hand. 



Yun Che held his own right hand, felt the existence of the Frozen Cloud Celestial Soul, and said slowly 

with determination, “Asgard Mistress, don’t worry. Unless I die, I will absolutely not let anyone bully my 

Frozen Cloud Asgard!” 

Watching silently as the Frozen Cloud Celestial Soul disappeared into Yun Che’s right hand, Gong 

Yuxian’s saddened expression was immediately replaced with endless satisfaction. She calmly closed her 

eyes, and said in a soft voice, “Good... good... Thank you... With your words, even if I die... I... can... 

rest... in... peace...” 

Gong Yuxian’s voice became softer with every word, and when the last word of hers had fallen, the last 

breath of her life faded away the same moment her voice... completely disappeared... After she passed 

on the Asgard Mistress’ position to Yun Che, she left in peace. 

“Mistress...” 

“Asgard Mistress!!” 

The grief-imbued yell of the Frozen Cloud disciples sounded in this ice-cold space. they kneeled by Gong 

Yuxian’s body as their tears of pain fell... The record from thousands of years ‘till now of the Frozen 

Cloud Asgard, the past Asgard Mistresses all died of old age, but this generation suffered from such 

calamity. Gong Yuxian’s expression when she passed away was peaceful and calm, but her fingers were 

still clenched together, showing that she still had much hatred and unwillingness... she died with her 

hatred. 

Yun Che stood up and gave a deep sigh. This calamity wasn’t solved because of his return. Even though 

Frozen Cloud Asgard was somewhat saved, its foundation and support... Grand Asgard Mistress Feng 

Qianhui and Asgard Mistress Gong Yuxian had died one after another. In addition, those who allowed 

the Frozen Cloud Asgard to suffer from this calamity was Sun Moon Divine Hall... 

Under Gong Yuxian’s imploring, he did not expect to accept the position of the Asgard Master of Frozen 

Cloud Asgard... The Frozen Cloud Asgard now was under the incredibly terrifying shadow of Sun Moon 

Divine Hall, so the position of Asgard Master also became incredibly heavy. 

But since he dared to accept it, he had the awareness that maybe, one day, he would have to face the 

Sun Moon Divine Hall head on... Even more so, him and that Ye Xinghan already shared a bitter hatred 

of the other. 

“Let Asgard Mistress... rest in the ice coffin,” heavily said Yun Che as he looked at the Frozen Cloud 

disciples crying overwhelmingly in front of him. 

Southeast of Blue Wind Imperial City, thirty-five kilometers away. 

As one of the commanders of the Divine Phoenix Army, Han Xingzhao had already completed the 

mission of taking over of the west area of the Blue Wind Nation. Besides being told to ignore Heavenly 

Sword Villa, all of the west area of the Blue Wind Nation was already under his control. These days they 

were all paying attention to the progress of the main army... Taking over the Imperial City was 

something just around the corner, and soon enough, there would no longer be a Blue Wind Nation. 

Instead, there would be a “Divine Phoenix Empire’s Blue Wind Realm,” and they could return to their 

nation with honor very soon. 



Yesterday, he had already known that the Divine Phoenix Army had arrived at Blue Wind Imperial City. 

Today, he was originally prepared to send a sound transmission to ask about the results of the battle... 

however, whether it was the main army’s commander-in-chief, Qi Zhencang, or the vice commander, 

Duan Qinghang, none of them responded. Moreover, he and his subordinate then tried to send a sound 

transmission to almost everyone in the main army who had a sound transmission imprint... but none of 

them responded. 

In shock, he immediately sent a ten thousand mile sound transmission to Feng Hengkong, and under the 

order of Feng Hengkong, he transferred all of the mounts and aerial pets, accompanied with fifty 

thousand soldiers of Divine Phoenix Army, and rushed to Blue Wind Imperial City with the troops 

moving faster than ever. On the whole way there, he was extremely anxious. 

The supervisor who accompanied him... Feng Hengjiang, the fifty-second elder of the Divine Phoenix 

Sect, his expression was also darkened the whole way there. If it was just one or two people that didn’t 

respond to the sound transmission, then maybe they were focused on the battle and didn’t have time to 

respond, but none of them responded... this was absolutely abnormal. 

When the sky begun to get dark, they were finally thirty-five kilometers away from Blue Wind Imperial 

City, but the scene before them stunned them all for a very long time. 

“What... what is going on!?” 

There was no sound of battle or yelling at all. This place was so quiet that it was frightening. Not only 

that, but the land in front was actually sunken to an extreme degree, and it sunk in an incredibly smooth 

manner... Not mentioning the things that a battlefield should have, like traces of fighting, bodies, or 

blood... there wasn’t even a trace of it being stepped on. 

This view extended as far as the eye could see. 

Facing this extremely strange scene, everyone stopped moving forward. Feng Hengjiang flew down and 

landed. He stood on the land that had been sunk to a large degree and his expression changed... He felt 

an aura of a flame, and he had a feeling... that this strange, boundless area... was a area of destruction 

that seemed to be created by strong, unparalleled strength! 

Still,, even with all of the supervisors from the Divine Phoenix Sect that came here together this time, 

they couldn’t have created such enormous area of destruction... and the Blue Wind Nation, it was even 

more impossible for a strength like this to appear from them. 

The most crucial point was... where did the army of seven hundred thousand, Nineteenth Elder, and 

Forty-third Elder go? They were near Blue Wind Imperial City that they were invading just this morning, 

but not even a shadow was to be seen! 

Could it be... 

An extremely horrifying thought appeared in Feng Hengjiang’s head, but he immediately denied it in 

panic... Impossible, how could something like this be possible! 

“Fifty-second Elder, can you tell what happened to this area? What should we do now?” Han Xingzhao 

tried to ask calmly. 



Feng Hengjiang’s expression changed. He gnashed his teeth and ordered, “We will, of course, see what 

is going on ourselves at Blue Wind Imperial City... there are only a few kilometers left. Immediately 

report the situation to the Sect Master and move forward at full speed!!” 

“...Yes!” 

Blue Wind Imperial City. 

The sky started the dim, and the whole city was tense because they were still in the process of preparing 

for war since the Divine Phoenix Army could show up anytime. 

Yun Che hadn’t returned from the Frozen Cloud Asgard for a long time. Cang Yue and the others couldn’t 

help but start to worry. At this moment, a panicked voice came from outside the hall. 

“Your majesty... bad news!!” 

Cang Yue hastily stood up from her throne and, with her eyebrows lowered, said, “Did the Divine 

Phoenix Army arrive!?” 

A soldier of the Blue Wind in silver armor rushed in and kneeled on the ground. Then he rapidly said, “A 

wave of the Divine Phoenix Army is flowing in from the northwest ... They are currently less than fifteen 

kilometers from the Imperial City.” 

“What?” Cang Yue’s eyebrows jumped, and the expression of the generals in the main hall all changed 

suddenly. Feng Yunlie stood up and roared, “Why did we only notice when the Divine Phoenix Army is 

this close... Are the sentries at the frontlines all dead!?” 

“Your majesty, general, calm yourselves... This wave of Divine Phoenix Army soldiers is probably around 

fifty thousand. But the speed of their troops was extremely fast. Among them, around twenty thousand 

of them are riding the Fire War Horse of the Divine Phoenix Nation, and the rest of the thirty thousand 

soldiers were all riding different types of aerial profound beasts... Their speed is really too fast... May 

your majesty immediately order us to fight.” 

Twenty thousand Fire War Horses... and thirty thousand aerial profound beasts that were carrying the 

Divine Phoenix Army... Everyone in the main hall gasped a breath of cold air. 

Aside from the fifty thousand soldiers of the Divine Phoenix Army, just this frightening number of Fire 

War Horses and aerial profound beasts wasn’t something that the Blue Wind Imperial City could defend 

against right now. 

But none of them showed panic on their faces because their Blue Wind Imperial City had a guardian that 

was as strong as god... more than hundred thousand soldiers of the Divine Phoenix’s Main Army were 

demolished by him in an instant. There was no need to mention fifty thousand!! 

“Looks like after the main army was demolished, the Divine Phoenix Army on the west noticed that 

something was not right, so they came over in a hurry to see what is going on,” Cang Yue said 

peacefully. 

Chapter 663 - The Overlord Returns 



Looking out from Blue Wind Imperial City, the south-western sky was completely black. There were 

nearly twenty thousand aerial profound beasts with at least one Divine Phoenix soldier on each one. 

These aerial profound beasts consisted mostly of spirit profound beasts, but there were a few earth 

profound beasts as well... And the ones in the lead clearly released the aura of the Sky Profound Realm. 

Underneath them, the Fire War Horses’ speed was no less compared to the aerial profound beasts. 

These Fire War Horses were also spirit profound beasts. Not only were they extremely fast, they also 

possessed a great amount of stamina, and their collision force also terrified their enemies They were a 

nightmare-like existence on the battlefield. 

“Such an astonishing array of profound beasts... Probably comparable to Blue Wind’s army of several 

hundred thousand!” Xiao Yun inhaled a cold breath. 

“Clearly, the enemy wanted to test us at all costs through using the speed of these profound beasts. At 

the same time, with the power of tens of thousands of profound beasts, even if they were facing a large 

miscalculation, they would still be able to handle it,” Number One Under Heaven said sullenly. 

The sound of hurrying footsteps rang out behind the them. Cang Yue came over quickly, and behind her 

were Dongfang Xiu and Qin Wushang... The two of them had extremely heavy expressions. Under them, 

the city gate opened wide, and the Blue Wind Army that had been waiting rushed out, quickly getting 

into their battle formation, and formed a heavy defense in front of the city... However, looking at the 

gigantic horde of aerial profound beasts, there wasn’t any soldier without shock and terror on their 

faces. 

“Your Majesty, let’s try a few more times... Our Blue Wind military can’t possibly defend against fifty 

thousand Divine Phoenix soldiers. What’s more terrifying is the profound beast horde. If Yun Che can’t 

come back immediately... The consequences will be unthinkable,” anxiously worried Dongfang Xiu . 

Hearing a sound, the three of them turned around. Xiao Yun immediately asked, “Did something occur?” 

Cang Yue held the sound transmission jade in hand and slowly said, “I just tried to send a sound 

transmission to my husband. I’ve already tried several times, but all of them had failed.” 

“Ah?” The three of them were shocked. Xiao Yun quickly said, “Sound transmission failure? How... How 

is this possible! Big Brother is so powerful, it’s impossible for something to occur to him.” 

“No, a sound transmission failing does not necessarily mean their sound transmission jade was 

destroyed,” Number One Under Heaven said calmly. “If they are somewhere with a special barrier or an 

isolation energy, it could also prevent sound from being transmitted. It must be the latter. Brother Yun is 

somewhere where sound can’t be transmitted.” 

“Then... Then what are we going to do?” Xiao Yun started panicking. 

“Of course it’s up to us to hold them back!” Number One Under Heaven waved his arm, and the 

profound energy from his body swirled up. “Why must Brother Yun rush back? Do the three of us not 

have enough power to delay this Divine Phoenix Army that is merely in the tens of thousands?” Number 

One Under Heaven looked meaningfully at Xiao Yun, his voice also becoming sullen, “Xiao Yun! I can 

understand that you don’t want your hands to be stained with blood. However, after encountering 

something slightly more difficult, the first thing you thought of is not to deal with it with your own 



power, but to rely on Brother Yun! You’re married now, and the one you married is my cutest little 

sister! If you want to become a real man, you hands can remain unstained with blood, but at the very 

least you have to become reliable... rather than habitually relying on someone else!” 

Number One Under Heaven’s words caused Xiao Yun’s body to tremble before clenching his teeth and 

forcefully nodded. “I... I understand.” 

“Big Brother, don’t say that about Brother Yun! Brother Yun’s personality is inherently kind. I don’t want 

him to change,” said Number Seven Under Heaven with an expression of displeasure as she held onto 

Xiao Yun’s arm. 

The corner of Number One Under Heaven’s eye twitched. He could only turn around with a face that 

was completely crestfallen. Yet, at this moment, the large Divine Phoenix profound beast swarm was 

already less than two and a half kilometers away. A heavy pressure also passed from afar, and a huge 

wave of terror once again covered Blue Wind Imperial City. 

Number One Under Heaven quietly said, “Don’t be scared by this. Remember, this isn’t our Demon 

Imperial City! It is a place where the level of profound energy is lower. We’re just facing some weak 

Divine Phoenix Army and low leveled profound beasts. The two of you have already entered the Tyrant 

Profound Realm. As long as there are no opponents capable of suppressing us, even if there were twice 

as many of them, we can stop it if all three of us work together!” 

As Number One Under Heaven finished speaking, a green longbow appeared in his hands, and when he 

held the bow horizontal and pulled the bow string, twelve green profound arrows appeared on it... Once 

this was shot, these twelve profound arrows would not just extinguish twelve lives, but would pierce 

twelve terrifying holes through the gigantic army in sight... piercing through the front of the army, all the 

way to the back. 

At this moment, an unusual profound energy wave emitted from the south causing Number Seven 

Under Heaven’s to exclaim loudly in shock, “Ah!! Look! What... What is that?!” 

In the southern sky, a tiny gold dot suddenly appeared... Although it was tiny, it was as bright as stars in 

the night. Furthermore, it was very fast. In the blink of an eye, that golden light grew ten times larger... 

then another ten times... In less than one breath’s of time, it had already turned from a tiny light to a 

huge figure... It was completely gold, more than three hundred meters long, several tens of meters 

wide, and complicated golden lines floated around it. 

As it neared Blue Wind Imperial City, its speed suddenly slowed down. The golden profound light it 

emitted also diminished. At the same time, a violent surge of air, carrying a mysterious yet heavy 

pressure from the south, rushed past, which caused the Blue Wind citizens on the city wall that were 

caught off guard to be blown away. 

“That is... a profound ark?” exclaimed Number One Under Heaven as he used his hand to block the 

incoming violent air. Its outline, as well as the profound energy it released while it was flying, proved 

that it was a unique profound ark. However, the speed that this profound ark had just shown had 

surprised him despite his vast knowledge... Because, in terms of speed alone, it had already far 

surpassed the strongest profound ark of their Under Heaven Family. 



What shocked him the most was not the golden profound ark, but the person riding it! Someone who 

had such a shocking profound arc was definitely not a simple person! If it was an enemy, then it would 

be disastrous! 

Wave after wave of gasps spread throughout Blue Wind Imperial City. Everyone dumbly looked at the 

golden color profound ark in the air. The people shocked by this profound ark were not just those in 

Blue Wind Imperial City. Everyone in the Divine Phoenix Army was also staring at this golden profound 

ark. The spiritual pressure that the profound ark released caused all of them to subconsciously slow 

down, until they came to a full stop. 

“What is that?” Han Xingzhao said thoughtfully. “Could it be... a profound ark?” 

As he said that, he looked at Feng Hengjiang’s expression and noticed that his eyes and the muscles on 

his face... were all relentlessly twitching and trembling. He felt a shock in his heart and quickly said, 

“Fifty-second Elder, what is it?!” 

Feng Hengjiang’s stared straight at the golden profound ark and raised his hands. His lips moved and 

moved for a long time before he finally made a sound. “Heavenly Sacred Profound Ark!” 

“Heavenly Sacred Profound Ark?” Han Xingzhao showed an expression of confusion. “What is that... 

Could it be something very scary?” 

Feng Hengjiang fiercely inhaled a breath of air. “Heavenly Sacred Profound Ark... The exclusive ark of the 

Saint Emperor, Absolute Monarch Sanctuary’s highest ruler!” 

“Wh-wh-what!!” Han Xingzhao nearly fell off his aerial profound beast in complete shock after hearing 

that. He had never heard of the Heavenly Sacred Profound Ark, but who had not heard of the name of 

“Saint Emperor”! He was the leader of the Four Great Sacred Grounds—The ruler of Absolute Monarch 

Sanctuary, the supreme existence that gazed down at the entire Profound Sky Continent from above! 

The true number one existence on the Profound Sky Continent! 

He said in shock, “Fifty-second Elder, could... could you be mistaken?! How could someone like the Saint 

Emperor come to... this sort of place.” 

“I’m not wrong! There’s only one Heavenly Sacred Profound Ark in this world! I was lucky enough to see 

it one time back in the day when I followed Sect Master to visit Absolute Monarch Sanctuary. I’m 

definitely not mistaken.” Feng Hengjiang’s body and voice were trembling. As an elder of the Divine 

Phoenix Sect, he was someone that could walk against the law in the Profound Sky Seven Nations. 

However, in front of the name of “Saint Emperor,” he could not stop his body from shuddering no 

matter what. “Furthermore, the Saint Emperor highly values the Heavenly Sacred Profound Ark and has 

never lent it to anyone. Even his godsons have no right to drive it privately. So, once the Heavenly 

Sacred Profound Ark appears... It will definitely be the Saint Emperor himself!!” 

It was at that moment, the golden profound ark finally came to a complete stop. The light and profound 

energy fluctuations almost completely disappeared. The golden profound ark floated quietly in the air, 

and on the right, one of the ark doors slowly opened... Han Xingzhao and Feng Hengjiang held their 

breaths, but before they could clearly see the figure that walked out from the ark door, an extremely 

terrifying rampaging aura had already locked onto them... They didn’t dare to move a muscle as they felt 

like they were held down by a mountain that was tens of thousands of meters tall. 



A tall and muscular figure walked out from the ark door and then slowly flew down. His eyes stared at 

the black Divine Phoenix Army and profound beast swarm in the southwest. He wore a gray shirt that 

couldn’t be even more plain. It was even a bit tattered, and his muscular body could even be described 

as “gigantic.” He was at least four or five times the size of a normal adult, and just by standing there, he 

was like a small mountain of meat. 

Han Xingzhao and Feng Hengjiang opened their pupils wide. Their entire bodies trembled 

uncontrollably... What frightened them was not the person’s muscular and unusual body, but his rage 

and killing intent... The rage of the aura that had locked onto them was like the molten magma of hell. 

Just under this aura, they felt as if their bodies would be torn to shreds any moment now. And the aerial 

profound beasts under them, as well as the Fire War Horses underneath, were all trembling erratically... 

They were even whimpering in terror. 

“That... That person’s... aura is so terrifying!” Number One Under Heaven exclaimed. He knew in an 

instant that this person’s aura far surpassed his, who was at the eighth level of the Tyrant Profound 

Realm... It was clearly the power of the Monarch realm! 

And by the strength of the aura, it didn’t seen to be weaker than an enraged Yun Che!! 

Who was this guy... Wasn’t Blue Wind Nation the weakest in terms of profound energy levels in the 

Profound Sky Continent. If so, why did a Monarch appear?! 

However, despite his shock, Number One Under Heaven was relieved as this person’s rage that was 

powerful to the point of being terrifying was directed at the Divine Phoenix Army... not Blue Wind 

Imperial City. 

“Such... Such a huge person... There is actually someone this huge,” said Number Seven Under Heaven 

with her eyes wide. 

Cang Yue, had already covered her mouth tightly, and after a long while, she finally couldn’t help back 

and shouted, “Yuan... Yuanba! It’s Yuanba!!” 

They hadn’t met for five years, and from her point of view, Xia Yuanba didn’t seem look very different, 

but his body was far taller and more muscular compared to what she remembered, and his gaze and 

aura had changed in an even more extreme manner. It caused her to be unable to link him with the old 

Xia Yuanba she knew. However, what made her scream out the name “Yuanba” was the slightly tattered 

gray shirt on his body. 

Back when Yun Che first entered the Blue Wind Profound Palace, when she helped Yun Che sew his 

training uniform, in order to hide her feelings for Yun Che, she also made a set for Xia Yuanba... Xia 

Yuanba always treated it like a treasure, and enjoyed wearing it. Five years had passed, and he still had 

not discarded it. Although it was tattered in a lot of places and could not cover his body since it had 

grown, he still wore it... 

“Yuanba... Which... Which Yuanba?” Dongfang Xiu and Qin Wushang all blanked. No matter what, they 

could not link this person who was emitting such a terrifying aura and driving the golden profound ark 

with Xia Yuanba, who had little to no talent in the past, was only of the Elementary Profound Realm, and 

suffered tons of bullying in the Blue Wind Profound Palace. 



“...” Cang Yue did not say anything. She was just so worked up that tears were about to fall... Yun Che 

returned, and now, Xia Yuanba had also returned... Everyone is safe and sound, this was great... great... 

“Who... Who are you!” Feng Hengjiang held his breath and asked... His chest felt like it was being 

pushed down by a metal plate. He couldn’t even breathe even though he wanted to. The person in front 

of him was not the Saint Emperor. Compared to the Saint Emperor’s might, the rage and killing intent 

released by the person in front of his eyes terrified him more... That golden profound ark was the 

Heavenly Sacred Profound Ark without a doubt! Why was this person allowed to drive the Heavenly 

Sacred Profound Ark that the Saint Emperor never let others touch! 

“The person sending you to hell!!” Xia Yuanba slowly raised his head, and that demonic gaze locked onto 

the entire Divine Phoenix army and profound beast swarm in front. 

Three years ago, he left the Divine Phoenix Empire to follow Spiritual Master Ancient Blue and went into 

seclusion with intense hatred the second day after returning to Absolute Monarch Sanctuary. As he 

grew, he could feel the incredulous power hidden in his profound vein more and more clearly... In order 

to get revenge for Yun Che, he forced the power in his profound veins out at all costs... 

Three years passed by in the blink of an eye. Yet the day he came out of seclusion, what he heard was 

the misfortune of the Blue Wind Nation being trampled upon by the Divine Phoenix Empire... He drove 

the Heavenly Sacred Profound Ark with shocking speed and raced straight to the Blue Wind Nation. 

After passing the border of the Blue Wind Nation, he saw the scarred lands, the kinsmen that scattered 

around to escape like headless flies, the invaded and even burnt cities, as well as corpses that could be 

seen everywhere... 

Infinite rage and hatred almost made his chest explode. 

His eyes turned as red as blood, and he had no intention of stopping as he furiously flew in the direction 

of Blue Wind Imperial City, in hopes that the core of Blue Wind Nation had not been broken through yet. 

And now, he had finally arrived. In his eyes, Blue Wind Imperial City had no signs of being invaded, and 

the rage that had boiled on for several hours finally found somewhere to be unleashed... The people in 

front wore crimson armor, proving their identities as part of the Divine Phoenix Army. As he saw them, 

he was unable to control the rage that he had suppressed. 

Bang!! 

In the explosion that sounded like a bomb going off, Xia Yuanba’s arm inflated in size. The originally thick 

arm became slightly thicker than a normal person’s body, and the aura moving in the air also reflected 

how he had become several times more irascible. In front of this terrifying and tyrannical might, Feng 

Hengjiang, who had the power of an Overlord, had no intention of resisting. His voice trembled in fear, 

“Wa... Wait! Senior from Absolute Monarch Sanctuary... We are... people of the Divine... Divine Phoenix 

Sect... Is there... some sort of... misunderstanding...” 

“The ones I’m killing... are you... you animals of the Divine Phoenix Sect!” Xia Yuanba’s opened his eyes 

wide, his teeth clenched, and each word contained enough hatred and rage to make the earth tremble. 

His arm that had inflated so much that it was about to explode was furiously swung forward. 

“Wait... Wait... UWAAAA...” 



That moment when he swung his arm, Xia Yuanba’s entire body became scorching gold. The golden 

profound light released from his arm instantly covered the entire Divine Phoenix Army, including all the 

aerial profound beasts and the Fire War Horses, until it covered the sun. 

The earth trembled, the entire Blue Wind Imperial City shook. In the golden radiance, the space crazily 

collapsed, and tens of thousands of spatial cracks and spatial black holes appeared forth, tearing and 

devouring everything that could be destroyed. 

That one moment when the power in Xia Yuanba’s body surged, all of the living things covered by the 

golden radiance were torn mercilessly to shreds. Even those as strong as Feng Hengjiang only had a 

single breath remaining, and they were only a single crack away from shattering... In the next breath, 

they had already been demolished into blood stains as small as dust. 

Chapter 664 - Frozen Cloud Post-Calamity 

The startling sound of thunder blanketed a fifty kilometer radius, but once it died out, all that remained 

was a deathly silence. 

Following the dissipation of the golden light, the south-west side of Blue Wind Imperial City had become 

an empty void. Whether it was the Divine Phoenix soldier or the enormous herds of profound beasts, all 

of them had disappeared... there were no corpses, no traces of blood, no fragments of broken armor. 

There was not even a trace of their existence left on this continent. The only thing that remained in the 

wake of that light was countless pitch-black, spatial tears which distorted as they rapidly shrunk and 

disappeared. 

This was the second wave of Divine Phoenix forces to arrive today, and the way they had met their end 

was actually... exactly the same as their first wave! 

Hundreds of thousands of Divine Phoenix Soldiers had been reduced to ashes in mere seconds under 

Yun Che’s wrathful flames. A thirty-five kilometer radius had been burned into nothingness... that scene 

had evoked extreme alarm and astonishment, and all of those who had personally witnessed it could 

not calm their hearts down. This was because what they saw was power which could truly raze the 

heavens and the earth; it was akin to the power described in those legends. 

And to think that this kind of power and this kind of scenario... was once again played out for them in 

the same day. Not only that, but this time, it was not Yun Che but someone else altogether. What was 

similar, however, was that the foes they eradicated were all dire enemies of Blue Wind Nation... his 

wrathful aura and his shouts of rage was not any weaker than the explosion of fury that Yun Che had 

previously displayed. 

The huge, dark green bow in Number One Under Heaven’s hand had vanished, and his heart was filled 

with boundless shock, but he was no longer panicked... the strength of this “giant” was incomparably 

terrifying, and it seemed like he was not any weaker than Yun Che, but he definitely was not an enemy 

because the target of his wrath had been the Divine Phoenix Army, and when he had released his power 

along with the fires of his wrath, he had purposely controlled and restricted the energy so that it would 

not affect Blue Wind Imperial City behind him... If not, even the slightest backlash from that attack 

would have reduced the southern part of Blue Wind Imperial City to rubble. 



Number One Under Heaven took in a deep breath and asked Cang Yue, “Just now you shouted ‘Yuanba,’ 

is it that person’s name? Could it be that you know this person?” 

“His name is Xia Yuanba, and he is the junior brother of my husband and I... and even more than that, he 

is a relative of my husband,” Cang Yue replied in a voice filled with emotion. 

“Ju... ju... jun... junior brother?” The eyes of Number One Under Heaven and Xiao Yun widened into 

saucers as they found it hard to believe what they just heard. “Could it be that he is actually... younger 

than Big Brother? 

“Yes, he is more than one year younger than my husband,” Cang Yue replied softly 

“！#￥%....” Number One Under Heaven and Xiao Yun could practically hear the sound of their jaws 

hitting the floor. 

In the air, Xia Yuanba had fully vented his fury following the complete destruction of the Divine Phoenix 

Army, and he had regained a modicum of calm. He slowly turned around and looked towards Cang Yue 

and Qin Wushang, who stood beside her. When Yuanba saw them, he, who had awoken the heart of a 

Tyrant and had long ago ceased to be cowardly and weak, felt his eyes quiver as they moistened slightly. 

“Senior Sister Xueruo... Palace Chief Qin...” he said in a low voice as he swiftly flew over. During the 

period where he lived in the Blue Wind Profound Palace, besides Yun Che, it had been Cang Yue who 

had treated him the kindness while Palace Chief Qin had always taken care of him. When he saw that 

both of them were safe and sound... there was nothing that comforted his heart more. 

Ping!! 

A faint shattering sound that seemed to resonate from the deepest depths of the soul caused a frazzled 

and frustrated Feng Hengkong to immediately open his eyes as confusion fogged his vision for a 

moment... he could only hope that what he sensed was only a misconception. 

But immediately, the sound of hurried footsteps could be heard from outside. What followed it was a 

shout that was filled with bewilderment, “Sect Master, this isn’t good! Fifty-second Elder’s soul crystal... 

suddenly shattered just a moment ago!” 

“We sent a sound transmission to Fifty-second Elder and Commander Han who was together with him, 

but we received no response whatsoever!” 

Feng Hengkong slowly rose to his feet, a dark cloud covering his face. It had not even been an hour since 

Han Xingzhao had sent a sound transmission to him, reporting that there was a weird calm settling over 

Blue Wind Imperial City, and not only were there not traces of the Divine Phoenix Army, there were not 

even any traces of battle... and now, the situation that occurred with the main Divine Phoenix Army 

occurred once again, and they had become impossible to contact with no new messages coming in! 

What exactly was happening... over at Blue Wind Imperial City! 

Frozen Cloud Asgard. 

Yun Che used the Frozen Cloud Celestial Soul in his body to release a unique restriction. After that he, 

together with all the ladies of Frozen Cloud Asgard, entered the Frozen Cloud Secret Grounds and 



deposited the ice coffins, in which the bodies of Feng Qianhui and Gong Yuxian rested, at the room at 

the very end of the area. 

Murong Qianxua, Jun Lianqie. Mu Lanyi, Feng Hanyue, and Feng Hanxue knelt in front of the ice coffin, 

and all of the Frozen Asgard disciples behind them followed suit. They knelt for nearly two hours until 

Yun Che finally let out a soft sigh and said, “Let us depart and allow Mistress Gong to sleep in peace. She 

labored for Frozen Cloud Asgard her entire life, so it’s about time she enjoyed her well-deserved rest.” 

Once he brought the gathered Frozen Cloud disciples out of the secret grounds, the sky outside had 

already darkened. Even though Frozen Cloud Asgard had met with a great calamity, they had the 

protection of their special barrier, and after that barrier had vanished, they had all huddled inside the 

Frozen End Divine Hall. As a result, no terrible battles had taken place, and the better part of Frozen 

Cloud Asgard had been preserved from harm. 

The canopy of night had dyed Frozen Cloud Asgard in some sort of illusory beauty, transforming it into a 

fantasy of ice and snow, one of glittering snowflakes and crystalline glass. Yun Che glanced at the sky... 

there had been no sound transmissions from Blue Wind Imperial City, so it looked like no other Divine 

Phoenix soldiers had attacked it. 

However, what he did not know was that the Frozen Cloud Secret Ground’s special restrictions not only 

blocked auras from outside... it even blocked sound transmissions as well. 

“We greet the Asgard Master!” 

Just as Yun Che was about to turn around, all of the women of Frozen Cloud... including the Frozen 

Cloud’s Seven Fairies, had all knelt down and bowed their heads as they solemnly paid their respects to 

him. He hurriedly said, “Get up, get up, you do not need to pay respect to me. Even though I am the 

temporary Asgard Master, you don’t need to behave with such decorum towards me.” 

Murong Qianxue sincerely replied, “It was due to the Asgard Master’s actions that Frozen Cloud Asgard, 

along with all our lives as well, were saved. Moreover, you are also the person who was personally 

appointed by the previous Asgard Mistress as the new leader of our sect. So according to both our 

emotions and the law, we still want to kneel before you in respect. From today onwards, we sisters and 

disciples will follow the orders of the Asgard Master.” 

Every single one of the ladies of Frozen Cloud were paramount beauties, but their hearts were like ice 

and snow, making it hard for people to approach them. This had previously caused his teeth to itch 

while he secretly raged that Frozen Cloud Asgard was a sinful place which greatly wasted its natural 

resources... and now he had become the leader of this very Frozen Cloud Asgard, and all these women 

of Frozen Cloud now knelt at his feet. This feeling was indescribably complex and subtle... 

“... Fine, but all of you quickly get up, you can consider this my first command as Asgard Master,” Yun 

Che said as he strove to keep a straight face. 

All the ladies of Frozen Cloud rose to their feet, and even though their eyes still contained the bleak pain 

of being plundered when they gazed at Yun Che, they did not contain too much rejection towards their 

new male leader. Three years ago, when he was the first male disciple to ever be accepted in the history 

of Frozen Cloud Asgard, it caused all of the Frozen Cloud disciples to become puzzled... and this even 

included Gong Yuxian. But after that, he helped Murong Qianxue and the other fairies open their 



Profound Entrances and helped six of them achieve the world-shocking Heavenly God’s Spiritual Veins. 

In addition, coupled with him being able to understand the Frozen End Divine Art even faster than Xia 

Qingyue, these actions caused the disciples of Frozen Cloud Asgard to not reject or question him. It even 

caused them to lower their guards against him... and after a few months, they basically became used to 

his existence. 

And now, he had returned in their hour of need and basically single-handedly rescued them from their 

certain doom and demise. Furthermore, the power that he had displayed caused them to be 

incontrovertibly convinced... the calamity hanging over Frozen Cloud Asgard had not been completely 

removed, but having Yun Che, who had strength at the Sovereign Profound Realm was undoubtedly like 

having a powerful guardian which they did not even dare dream of before. 

After going through these nightmarish six months, they had since formed a dependence on their male 

sect master that was so strong that they themselves had not realized it yet. 

“My senior and junior masters and all the various senior and junior sisters,” Yun Che said in a gentle and 

sincere tone, “Three years ago, I entered Frozen Cloud Asgard as its first male disciple, breaking a 

thousand years of regulation. And now that I have become Asgard Master, I still feel that it is rather 

inappropriate and it will bring about a great deal of criticism for our sect. The previous Asgard Mistress 

transferred the position to me because she didn’t have any other choice, so I will only temporarily 

assume the position of Asgard Master. When Qingyue comes back, I will immediately transfer the 

position of Asgard Mistress back to her. But everyone, do not worry. In the end, I am still a disciple of 

Frozen Cloud, so I will definitely keep my promise to the previous Asgard Mistress... unless I die, I will 

definitely not allow anyone to bully or trod on our Frozen Cloud Asgard.” 

Gong Yuxian had passed down the Frozen Cloud Celestial Soul to him, and inside of it lay the important 

memories of all the previous Asgard Mistresses and a large portion of the hidden secrets regarding 

Frozen Cloud Asgard. According to the records within, the escape profound formation that Xia Qingyue 

had used was a random teleportation formation, so no one would be able to decipher where she was 

sent to. In fact, it was not even known what the greatest scope of this teleportation would be.” 

He also knew that the reason Ye Qingsheng and his goons attacked Frozen Cloud Asgard... was 

astonishingly Xia Qingyue! 

This was something that caused him to be extremely confused while putting him on high alert. Xia 

Qingyue had spent sixteen years in the Floating Cloud City, and she had hardly left her own room. Even 

Yun Che, who was her fiance, had only seen her a few times in those sixteen years. After that, she had 

basically remained at Frozen Cloud Asgard and very rarely went abroad... even during those rare 

occasions, she had never left Blue Wind Nation before. 

So why would the Sun Moon Divine Hall suddenly want to aim for Xia Qingyue? 

Could it be that Ye Xinghan took a fancy to Xia Qingyue’s beauty? 

That could not be... because Ye Xinghan should have never even seen Xia Qingyue before! 

“Asgard Master, what should we do next?” Murong Qianxue asked in a quiet voice as her icy eyes filled 

with deep sadness and worry. Even up till now, they still did not understand why Frozen Cloud Asgard, 

which had never involved itself in worldly affairs, would be struck with such a terrible calamity. 



All of those beautiful eyes turned towards Yun Che. In the face of this dire calamity, this young man of 

not more than twenty-two years of age had quietly become their support. After all, wherever you went, 

it was the law of nature, the strong ruled supreme, and it was the same everywhere else. 

Yun Che gave a faint but heavy sigh and said, “Let us first interrogate this wretch who deserves to die!!” 

Yun Che extended his hand, and a cold wind blew, causing the black-robed man to cry out as he was 

dragged from far away before heavily landing at his feet. 

Ye Qingsheng’s profound strength had already been crippled by Yun Che, and his meridians were also 

severed, so he could not even commit suicide if he wanted to, much less resisting or running away. In 

this frozen snowscape, he, who had no profound energy to protect him, was so cold that he kept 

trembling and shivering as the extremely bitter cold sent countless icy needles piercing into his body 

with each breath. resulting in untold pain. He looked at Yun Che and his eyes contained no more 

pleading, it only contained terror... but he was not even able to utter a single sound from his mouth. 

Looking at him, the faces of all the ladies of Frozen Cloud were filled with fury and resentment. Yun Che 

strode forward a step, and not wanting to waste any words on him, he simply extended his hand and 

caused his Profound Handle to fly out and sink into his body as he instantly performed the Profound 

Handle Soul Search. 

Ye Qingsheng’s entire body trembled while both of his eyes quickly lost their focus and became blank 

pools. 

“What is your name?” Yun Che asked blandly as he removed his palm. 

“Ye... Qing... Sheng...” Ye Qingsheng’s voice quavered due to the cold. 

Ye? 

Yun Che’s brows faintly quivered... it was Sun Moon Divine Hall after all! Even though Sun Moon Divine 

Hall was not a power that was tied together by a family, all of the people who entered Sun Moon Divine 

Hall had to change their surname to “Ye.” He urgently asked, “Is the sect that you belong to Sun Moon 

Divine Hall?” 

“...Yes...” Ye Qingsheng replied robotically. 

Shouts of surprise and alarm rang around Yun Che. The name “Sun Moon Divine Hall” caused the pretty 

faces of the girls of Frozen Cloud to go pale. 

There were not many powers within the Profound Sky Continent which had the ability to dispatch 

Overlords. During the past six months, the words “Sacred Ground” had occasionally appeared in their 

minds, but they immediately dismissed those words. Because in regards to Frozen Cloud Asgard and 

even the entire Blue Wind Nation, the Four Sacred Grounds were akin to divine palaces that were high 

above the heavens, so they would never, ever have any interaction with their Frozen Cloud Asgard... and 

there was even less reason for them to act in such a vicious manner towards them. 

But the name that they had heard at this moment was indeed a name that belonged to the mythical 

Four Great Sacred Grounds that they could only gaze at from the ground. 



“Who sent you here?” Amidst the voices filled with shock, confusion, and fright, Yun Che looked directly 

at Ye Qingsheng as he continued his questioning. 

“It was Young Master... Ye Xinghan...” 

“And Ye Xinghan sent the lot of you to Frozen Cloud Asgard in order to capture Xia Qingyue?” Yun Che 

asked with sunken brows. 

“Yes... we also had to guarantee that Xia Qingyue... was not harmed at all in the process...” 

“Why did he send you to capture her? What scheme does Ye Xinghan have regarding Xia Qingyue?” Yun 

Che’s voice grew even deeper and more severe. 

Ye Qingsheng’s hollow eyes turned blank, and it was a long time before he replied, “I do not know...” 

No lies could be uttered while someone was under the influence of the Profound Handle Soul Search. So 

since his answer was that he did not know, it could be confirmed that it was so. 

The question that caused the most questions in Yun Che’s mind was not able to be answered, so he 

heavily sucked in a breath and abruptly asked, “And where did Ye Xinghan see Xia Qingyue? Or was it 

that he found out about Xia Qingyue’s existence from another source?” 

“Young Master... has never seen Xia Qingyue before... Young Master had heard... the name of Xia 

Qingyue... from an elder belonging to Mighty Heavenly Sword Region...” 

“An elder from Mighty Heavenly Sword Region?” Yun Che’s brows knit together tightly as he replied, 

“Which elder?” 

“I... do... not... know...” 

Yun Che ran out of patience and planted one foot on Ye Qingsheng’s chest as he pressed both palms 

against his head. He released his Profound Handle and swiftly retrieved all of his memories... in the span 

of a few short breaths, he released Ye Qingsheng’s head while his expression had turned grave. 

Chapter 665 - Frozen Cloud’s Way Out 

Ye Qingsheng’s memories revealed that it was indeed Ye Xinghan who had ordered them to kidnap Xia 

Qingyue. Ye Qingsheng’s father, the Divine Hall Master, and Heavenly Monarch, Ye Meixie, didn’t know 

about it at all. On top of that, Ye Xinghan greatly valued Xia Qingyue. At first he wanted to come to 

Frozen Cloud Asgard himself, but because the profound art bottleneck had loosened all of a sudden, he 

had no choice but to send Ye Qingsheng and Ye Ziyi instead. 

Why did Ye Xinghan capture Xia Qingyue... 

From Ye Qingsheng’s memories, it could be confirmed that Ye Xinghan indeed had never seen Xia 

Qingyue before! Half a year ago, the name “Xia Qingyue” wasn’t even mentioned. 

Mighty Heavenly Sword Region’s... elder? 

Yun Che was silent for a good while, then a name suddenly flashed in his mind... 

Ling Kun!! 



“Jasmine...” Yun Che lowered his eyebrows and asked, “Back then, at the Blue Wind Ranking 

Tournament, when you told me Xia Qingyue possessed the ‘Heart of Snow Glazed Glass’ and the ‘Nine 

Profound Exquisite Body,’ you mentioned that the ‘Heart of Snow Glazed Glass’ shouldn’t have 

appeared in this plane, so no one could identify it. But if there was a chance for someone to notice the 

‘Nine Profound Exquisite Body’...” 

“So you think the reason Ye Xinghan kidnapped Xia Qingyue is because of her ‘Nine Profound Exquisite 

Body’?” Jasmine asked indifferently. 

“That’s right.” Yun Che nodded and said, “Ye Xinghan found out about the existence of Xia Qingyue from 

an elder of Mighty Heavenly Sword Region, yet... Frozen Cloud Asgard is basically isolated from the 

world throughout the year. The disciples rarely leave the asgard, and have no connection with the Four 

Great Sacred Grounds! But in the Four Great Sacred Grounds, there is indeed a person who had seen Xia 

Qingyue... and it was exactly someone from Mighty Heavenly Sword Region! 

“It was at the Blue Wind Ranking Tournament held in Heavenly Sword Villa five years ago... Ling Kun 

from Mighty Heavenly Sword Region! 

“In the memories of this person named Ye Qingsheng, the memories related to this ‘Ling Kun’ surmount 

to more than anyone else in Mighty Heavenly Sword Region. In Mighty Heavenly Sword Region, only 

those who stepped into the Sovereign Profound Realm could be qualified to become an elder. Ling Kun’s 

profound strength is only at sixth level of the Tyrant Profound Realm, but he was already appointed as 

an official elder in Mighty Heavenly Sword Region. The reason is because, even though his profound 

strength is slightly lower, he is wise and full of stratagems... or incredibly cunning and extremely shrewd. 

He acts as the ‘think tank’ in Mighty Heavenly Sword Region and is extremely trusted and valued by 

Sword Master Xuanyuan Wentian. Not only do the other elders of Mighty Heavenly Sword Region not 

look down upon him due him having an elder status with lower profound strength, they all deliberately 

make nice with him... Also, he is the person who stayed outside of Mighty Heavenly Sword Region for 

the longest, so he is very experienced and knowledgeable. Whenever there is some major event for 

which Mighty Heavenly Sword Region needs to send someone, most of the time it would be this Ling 

Kun!” 

The information about Ling Kun in Ye Qingsheng’s memories made Yun Che’s heart run cold. He 

interacted with Ling Kun twice before... once was in Heavenly Sword Villa, and the other was in Divine 

Phoenix Empire. When he was in Heavenly Sword Villa, Ling Kun once spoke to him in front of everyone 

and invited him to join Mighty Heavenly Sword Region. Back then, Yun Che’s profound strength was 

lower and he had no background or no reputation, but Ling Kun did this type of action that shocked and 

confused everyone. Now that Yun Che thought of it, that showed Ling Kun’s incredibly sinister 

judgement. 

At the Seven Nation Ranking Tournament in Divine Phoenix Empire, the person who attended from 

Absolute Monarch Sanctuary was Spiritual Master Ancient Blue, who was in an extremely high position, 

from Sun Moon Divine Hall was their Young Master Ye Xinghan, and Supreme Ocean Palace sent Ji 

Qianrou, whom both Feng Hengkong and Ye Xinghan feared to some degree. Only Mighty Heavenly 

Sword Region sent a “low-level elder” like Ling Kun... Thinking about it now, that wasn’t because Mighty 

Heavenly Sword Region was not interested in the Primordial Profound Ark, but it was because Ling Kun 

had enough ability. 



With a contained temperament, sinister eyes, deep shrewdness, and extensive knowledge... it was 

definitely possible for him to know of the existence of the “Nine Profound Exquisite Body.” Jasmine had 

said that the most distinctive characteristic of the “Nine Profound Exquisite Body” was that it ignored 

natural law... and when Xia Qingyue of the Earth Profound Realm was fighting against Ling Yun, facing 

Ling Yun’s Sword Spirit Doppelganger, she casted a Frozen Cloud Domain that could only be casted by 

one in the Emperor Profound Realm... Ling Kun, who was present, naturally witnessed it in its entirety! 

If it was him who found out about Xia Qingyue’s “Nine Profound Exquisite Body,” then everything would 

be easy to explain. 

Jasmine said lightly, “The Nine Profound Exquisite Body is a superb training incubator. If it really was 

Ling Kun who discovered Xia Qingyue’s Nine Profound Exquisite Body, why didn’t he take it and enjoy it 

himself or give it to someone from Mighty Heavenly Sword Region instead of leaking it to the people of 

Sun Moon Divine Hall?” 

“Very simple.” Yun Che said in a low voice, “The Nine Profound Exquisite Body was difficult to find even 

once every ten thousand years. If he used it himself and was discovered, the upper echelon of Mighty 

Heavenly Sword Region would definitely be unsatisfied or might even be angered! Furthermore, if he 

gave it to the top, strong practitioners of Mighty Heavenly Sword Region, it would only be something 

that a subordinate ought to do to honor the superior. At most he could receive some ‘reward.’ But if he 

gave it to Ye Xinghan, it would be entirely different! 

“Ye Xinghan was cultivating a type of dual cultivation heretic art. Almost everyone who knew about the 

Four Great Sacred Grounds knew about this. Every year he would secretly kidnap a large number of 

women to be training incubators. If he heard about the ‘Nine Profound Exquisite Body,’ he would 

definitely be overjoyed and would pursue it at any cost! So Ling Kun himself didn’t take action on Xia 

Qingyue and didn’t notify Mighty Heavenly Sword Region. Instead, he told Ye Xinghan... The reason Ye 

Xinghan only knew about it six months ago was probably because Ling Kun only told him about the 

existence of ‘Nine Profound Exquisite Body,’ but didn’t tell Ye Xinghan who the person who owned the 

‘Nine Profound Exquisite Body’ was and instead proposed an even higher wager. Until half a year ago, 

when Ye Xinghan finally finished gathering the wager, he found out about Xia Qingyue’s name and her 

location from Ling Kun!” 

While Yun Che was speaking, his eyebrows also locked even tighter because the more he thought in this 

direction, the more he felt that was possible. 

“Ling Kun...” Yun Che said this name in a low voice and marked it as danger in his mind. 

Other than that, Yun Che also retrieved more information that surprised him from Ye Qingsheng’s 

memories... The Phoenix God of Divine Phoenix Sect didn’t actually die and appeared once again three 

years ago after the Primordial Profound Ark had disappeared. It released an overbearing pressure that 

covered the sky which shocked and frightened the people of the Four Sacred Grounds and punished Ye 

Xinghan. 

What happened? Feng Xue’er said so herself that the Phoenix God had disappeared a long time ago. The 

Grand Elder of the Divine Phoenix Sect, Feng Feiyang, also colluded with Ye Xinghan because of the 

passing of the Phoenix God... 



Could there still be more hidden secrets? 

But... no matter what, even if the Phoenix God really was still alive, the Divine Phoenix Empire trampling 

on Blue Wind Nation... must still be paid back tenfold! 

“Sun Moon Divine Hall... why is it Sun Moon Divine Hall.” Murong Qianxue’s face was a little pale. She 

was angry, confused, and panicking uncontrollably... but that was Sun Moon Divine Hall, one of 

Profound Sky Continent’s Four Sacred Grounds, the highest existences in all of Profound Sky Continent. 

Not mentioning fighting against them, just hearing their name would bring about an incredibly heavy 

pressure. “We never crossed Sun Moon Divine Hall and didn’t even have any contact with them, why did 

they attack us!?” 

“Sun Moon Divine Hall... how could it be...” Chu Yueli’s eyes were still in a fog of confusion. Not only 

Frozen Cloud Asgard... this was a name that was enough to make almost all the forces in Profound Sky 

Continent feel desperate. 

“The goal of Sun Moon Divine Hall is still not clear, but we will get to the bottom to this eventually." Yun 

Che faced the disciples and said calmly, “Two Asgard Mistresses both passed away because of this 

calamity. You must hate Sun Moon Divine Hall to the bones now, and the people who were sent by Sun 

Moon Divine Hall were all killed by me... They didn’t achieve their goal and even suffered a loss. Sun 

Moon Divine Hall will also definitely not let it rest. Under these circumstances, if our Frozen Cloud 

Asgard wants to exist under the shadow of Sun Moon Divine Hall, there are only two ways.” 

"May Asgard Master be explicit.” Listening to what Yun Che was saying, the expression in everyone’s 

eyes became imposing in a serious manner. 

“First way, evacuate from Snow Region of Extreme Ice,” Yun Che said slowly. “Those twelve people all 

died here. With Ye Xinghan’s temper, he will definitely be furious. Not long after, more people from Sun 

Moon Divine Hall will come and put Frozen Cloud Asgard in greater danger. Therefore, this place is not 

suitable to stay in anymore.” 

Leave the Snow Region of Extreme Ice... 

Looking at the endless ice and snow within their vision and the familiar Frost Flower Snow Pond, their 

eyes were all quivering, speechless for a long period of time. 

Murong Qianxue sighed softly and said, “Asgard Master, we all understand what you said. If we 

continued staying here, an even more severe calamity will befall us any moment. Facing Sun Moon 

Divine Hall, we cannot fight against them at all with our strength. But... the thousand year history of 

Frozen Cloud Asgard was all here for thousands of years. Resources, memories, arts, legacies, 

backgrounds, and even the bodies of our ancestors are all here. In addition, just based on the 

environment, there is probably no other place more suitable than here to cultivate the Frozen Cloud 

Arts and the Frozen End Divine Arts. If we all leave here, this place will definitely be completely 

destroyed by the raging Sun Moon Divine Hall... Even if we saved our own lives, our Frozen Cloud 

Asgard... would then only exist in name...” 

“Asgard Master, then what is the second way that you mentioned?” Mu Lanyi asked with hope. 



The Frozen Cloud disciple’s reactions were similar to what Yun Che had predicted. This place was a 

freezing place that was isolated from the world. Even without the dignity and foundation of their sect, 

they were already used to everything here. They were already used to the endless snow and cold. Their 

resistance to the people from the outside world was almost an instinct, and they rejected fitting into the 

outside world even more from the bottom of their hearts and souls. He answered with a serious 

expression, “The second way is simple. That is to directly face Sun Moon Divine Hall, use our own 

strength to guard this place... and one day, make Sun Moon Divine Hall pay for the debt of blood!” 

Yun Che’s words once again caused their eyes to go blank and their mouths silent for a long time. 

Because... that was Sun Moon Divine Hall. 

In Blue Wind Nation, they were an lofty existence. Even if they faced Heavenly Sword Villa, they 

wouldn’t be frightened at all. But against Sun Moon Divine Hall... Even if their strength was ten times or 

even a hundred times stronger, it was a huge monster that was absolutely impossible for them to fight 

against. 

Taking a survey of all the forces of the Profound Sky Continent, who would dare to oppose Sun Moon 

Divine Hall, who would dare to become enemies with them... and who would dare to say something like 

“make Sun Moon Divine Hall pay for the debt of blood.” 

“But...” Feng Hanyue said timidly, and was immediately interrupted by Yun Che, “No ‘buts,’ the reason 

we’re still staying here is absolutely not waiting for death, and what I said just now was also absolutely 

not an idiotic fantasy!” 

“The situation now is actually not that bad,” Yun Che stated seriously. “When the twelve people were 

attacking our Frozen Cloud Asgard, they were constantly and deliberately hiding their identities. They 

obviously didn’t want to be exposed. After all, Sun Moon Divine Hall is a ‘Sacred Ground.’ If news of 

them attacking Frozen Cloud Asgard without any reason got out, it would definitely hurt their 

reputation. Also, this attack was ordered by the Young Hall Master of Sun Moon Divine Hall, Ye Xinghan. 

The Hall Master of the Divine Hall, Heavenly Monarch Ye Meixie, didn’t know about it at all. Therefore, 

Ye Xinghan’s actions later on shouldn’t be too important, and he would even try very hard to cover it 

up.” 

“With your current strength, even if it is only a few underlings from Sun Moon Divine Hall, it would be 

hard for you to resist. But, if you believe my words...” The expression in Yun Che’s eyes became serious 

as he declared, “I have a way to make all of the senior sisters and junior sisters’ profound strength reach 

the Emperor Profound Realm in half a year!” 

“Make the six junior masters and senior masters that are already Thrones... all become Overlords!” 

Feng Hanyue and Feng Hanxue’s crystal-like eyes all widened as large as they could, even their mouths 

were opened wide... All of the Frozen Cloud disciples were all shocked still. 

Because what Yun Che said now was a thousand times more preposterous than to “make Sun Moon 

Divine Hall pay for the debt of blood”... 

Chapter 666 - Sudden Crisis 



As the night deepened, the ladies of Frozen Cloud, who had gathered, finally dispersed and returned to 

their own ice rooms to recover their nerves which had been frazzled and frayed over the past six 

months. But even though they were exhausted beyond belief, they still would not be able to sleep that 

night... Yun Che’s words resonated in their ears... In a few months time, those who were below the 

Emperor Profound Realm would become Thrones, and those who were already Thrones would become 

Overlords. Even the leaders of the Four Great Sacred Grounds would think it was some kind of fairy tale 

and treat it as some nonsensical joke. However, they could not help but believe his words when they 

saw his unwavering gaze... even though Yun Che did not even explain what “method” he was going to 

use. 

If he could really make it a reality, then even though Frozen Cloud Asgard only had two thousand 

disciples, they would still ascend to the highest echelons of power within the entire Profound Sky 

Continent and become a sect that would only lose to Divine Phoenix Sect and the Four Great Sacred 

Grounds. 

The Sound Transmission Jade had still not rang with an impending sound transmission, so Yun Che was 

rather surprised... Once communication had been lost with the main Divine Phoenix Army, the other 

Divine Phoenix armies should have rushed over to investigate the situation at Blue Wind Imperial City... 

Could it be that the nearest Divine Phoenix Army was extremely far away, so perhaps they could not 

reach Blue Wind Imperial City within a day? 

Without giving it any further thought, Yun Che let his gaze fall on Ye Qingsheng, who had already fainted 

from the cold and only barely held onto life itself. He gave a cold snort and flipped his hand as a Golden 

Crow flame that was as big as his fist flared to life... At his full power, Ye Qingsheng would not be able to 

withstand the Golden Crow flames for more than five breaths, but the Ye Qingsheng right now would be 

reduced to ashes in an instant by the Golden Crow flames. 

“Wait!” Just as Yun Che was about to release those Golden Crow flames, he was interrupted by 

Jasmine’s shout. Yun Che hurriedly drew back his palm and asked, “What is it? Could it be that this 

person is still of some use?” 

“While this person has already exceeded his usefulness, I must warn you of something before you 

dispose of him....” Jasmine said unhurriedly, “There was a soul imprint placed on these two people, so 

once they die, all of the memories they had right before death would be transmitted to the person who 

laid the soul imprint on them. Since the two of them are the lapdogs of Ye Xinghan, all the memories 

before their death will be transferred to him!” 

“...” Yun Che just stood there with a blank expression on his face. After that, his expression swiftly 

changed... Ye Qingsheng was not dead, but Ye Ziyi had already been burned to cinders by him. So now 

that it had reached this stage... Ye Xinghan should already be cognizant of everything that had 

happened... not only did Ye Xinghan know that Yun Che still lived, he also would have a rough gauge of 

his current strength. 

Yun Che smacked his hand against his forehead and said in an exasperated tone, ”You... Why didn’t you 

tell me this beforehand?!!” 

“Hmph!” Jasmine sniffed disdainfully, “You were being reckless yet you want to blame me? You instantly 

killed that purple-clothed old man called Ye Ziyi, but that would at most alert Ye Xinghan to the fact that 



you still lived. But if you were to continue your reckless and foolish ways and kill Ye Qingsheng as you 

had just intended... then remember this, you just used the Profound Handle Soul Search on him just 

now, and if Ye Xinghan were to discover your possession of a Profound Handle, he would be able to 

persecute you as a demon under the guise of righteousness! At that time, the only option left would be 

to tamely flee back to the Illusory Demon Realm!” 

Jasmine words caused shock to reverberate in Yun Che’s heart... Illusory Demon Realm was a place that 

was demonized by the Profound Sky Continent. If Ye Xinghan were to find out about his Profound 

Handle, this demonization would not be confined to himself alone... it would also include everything 

connected to him, encompassing the Blue Wind Imperial Family and Frozen Cloud Asgard where he was 

presently residing. Ye Xinghan would use the excuse that he was “exterminating a demon” and officially 

throw the might of Sun Moon Divine Hall in order to destroy him! 

“Before killing him, use your Profound Handle to erase the soul imprint placed on him!” Jasmine said in 

a cold voice. 

Yun Che extended his left hand and his Profound Handle shot out, instantly burying itself into Ye 

Qingsheng’s body and directly wiping out all of the imprints within his soul... Not only did he erase the 

soul imprint, he even wiped his memories clean. After that, he flipped his palm open as he released a 

cluster of Golden Crow flames and instantly reduced him to nothingness. 

As he withdrew his Profound Handle, Yun Che’s expression grew grave... he had just told all the ladies of 

Frozen Cloud that their current circumstances were not too dire, that Sun Moon Divine Hall should not 

be paying them a visit anytime soon, but... if Ye Xinghan knew that he still lived, that changed things 

entirely! 

Three years ago, he had destroyed the evil scheme that Ye Xinghan had plotted against Feng Xue’er on 

the Primordial Profound Ark, and he had also killed two of his women... Yue Ji and Mei Ji, and now, he 

had killed two of his protectorates and ten of his lapdogs... 

As the Young Master of Sun Moon Divine Hall, there were not many people who dared to speak half a 

word against him. On the other hand, Yun Che had done far more than merely that! Ye Xinghan must 

hate him to the bone, and now that he knew that reports of his demise were greatly exaggerated, he 

would definitely spare no effort in eliminating him... even to the point where he may lose his sense of 

rationality. 

“It looks like there’s gonna be a lot of trouble headed right your way.” Jasmine said in a bland voice, “If 

you don’t want all the women here to be wiped out, I would advise you to immediately load them up 

into the Primordial Profound Ark and flee as far away as you possibly can.” 

“Even though they know they are up against Sun Moon Divine Hall, they clearly do not want to flee... 

because they know that once they flee, this place will be utterly demolished, and that would mean that 

the root and the thousand year foundation of Frozen Cloud Asgard would be buried as well.” Yun Che 

said as he sighed, “Moreover, if Ye Xinghan cannot find me here, the next place he would think of would 

definitely be Blue Wind Imperial City... then, at that time, the city that my princess wife desperately 

fought to preserve will be ruined by Sun Moon Divine Hall instead of the Divine Phoenix Army....” 



Not only did Ye Xinghan know that he was alive, he also knew his current level of strength. So when he 

finally came calling, the people that he would bring or send would definitely be at the Sovereign 

Profound Realm... and there might even be more than one of them! If they wanted to raze Blue Wind 

Imperial City, it would only be a matter of lifting a finger. 

Running away... had never ever solved any problems. 

“Hmph, what else do you expect? Given your current strength, you are not qualified to contend against 

Sun Moon Divine Hall by yourself! Unless you go back to the Illusory Demon Realm and bring your Little 

Demon Empress back. Because with the current strength of the Little Demon Empress, we do not even 

need to mention Sun Moon Divine Hall. Even if the Four Great Sacred Grounds joined hands together, 

they still will not be able to defeat her, and the most that they can hope for is to eke out a draw.” 

“Definitely not!” Yun Che shook his head as he replied without hesitation, “Without even mentioning 

her status and the fact that the threat of Duke Ming still hangs over everyone’s head, she also hates the 

Four Great Sacred Grounds to the bone. In addition, given her temperament, if she were to really come 

here, she would definitely wreak such havoc that even the heavens would be overturned! Even I am 

unable to control her in such situations.” 

“Furthermore, her strength was bought at the cost of her own life! If she were to really use that degree 

of her strength, then the three years of life that she originally had left to her would be reduced even 

further,” Yun Che said as his eyebrows knit together. Of course, the more important point was that... if 

he were to flee back to Illusory Demon Realm to hide behind the Little Demon Empress right after he 

had just returned to the Profound Sky Continent... as a real man, he simply could not bring himself to do 

such a thing! 

Jasmine gave an even more disdainful sniff, “So what now? Are you prepared to personally witness their 

deaths? Or are you prepared to die with them?!” 

“...I still have at least twelve hours to think of a plan,” Yun Che said as he sank into deep thought. 

“Twelve hours?” 

“Within Ye Qingsheng’s memories, the fastest profound ark Sun Moon Divine Hall possesses will only be 

able to reach this location in twelve hours!” Yun Che looked at the colour of the sky. “Even if Ye Xinghan 

exploded into action and scrambled to activate that profound ark, it will still be twelve hours before he 

arrived. If I am still not able to come up with a plan at that time, I will have to force everyone into the 

Primordial Profound Ark and leave this place.” 

“Speaking of which, you just said you would help them all raise their profound strength... are you going 

to use the Overlord Pellets to achieve that?” Jasmine asked as she changed subjects. No one else in this 

world had a better measure of what Yun Che was made of than Jasmine herself. 

“Yes.” Yun Che said as he nodded his head, “It is the only method that will allow them to swiftly raise 

their profound strength.” 

“The potency of the Overlord Pellet is not something that they can handle. If they rashly consume it, 

they will only be looking for death. Are you prepared to use the power of the Great Way of the Buddha 

to help them refine it one by one?” 



“Of course, that is the only method available to me,” Yun Che replied in a conspicuously helpless tone... 

Two thousand Frozen Cloud Asgard disciples, that was indeed a rather huge project. Because the 

Overlord Pellet was an extremely valuable treasure even within the highest levels of power of the 

Illusory Demon Realm, its medicinal strength would definitely not be small. And even given Yun Che’s 

current profound strength and the strength of his fourth stage Great Way of the Buddha, helping all of 

them refine this pellet within their bodies would definitely not be easy. 

But to allow Frozen Cloud Asgard to rapidly ascend in power, to the point where they could at least 

preserve themselves in the face of Sun Moon Divine Hall’s power, this was the only method he could 

think of. 

“Also, you only have thirty-seven Overlord Pellets on your person right now, but there are two thousand 

Frozen Cloud disciples here. So are you going to go back to the Illusory Demon Realm to gather more 

ingredients?” 

“There is no need.” Yun Che said with confidence, “The ingredients required to refine the Overlord 

Pellet are Purgatory Stones, Flaming Devil Vines, Rakshasa Heart-destroying Fruit, and other ingredients 

which not only contain a high level of power, but are also extremely hard to control. Even the best 

apothecaries of this continent would find it extremely hard to refine even a single one of these 

ingredients, and to refine several tens of these at one time would be as hard as scaling the heavens. 

That was the reason why the Illusory Demon Royal Family was only able to at most produce two 

Overlord Pellets every century. Even though these ingredients are extremely high-grade, because of 

their volatility, they did not cost a lot. So I will be able to purchase more than enough of them from the 

Black Moon Merchant Guild... Yun Che’s voice deepened faintly as he continued, “Anyways, I will have 

to pay the Divine Phoenix Empire a visit in the near future!” 

“Two thousand Overlord Pellets and you are willing to use the Great Way of the Buddha to refine its 

energy for them one by one. You truly have your heart set on this Frozen Cloud Asgard, don’t you,” 

Jasmine said as she gave a dull laugh. 

“After all, I owe a favor to Frozen Cloud Asgard... Moreover, I accepted the Asgard Master position from 

Gong Yuxian right before she passed, so I should act more like a sect leader in any case,” Yun Che said 

earnestly. 

“Tch....” Jasmine gave cold snort, “It’s clearly because of your guilt towards Chu Yuechan! The one thing 

in this world that can cause a great lecher like you to behave earnestly... is only that woman!” 

“...” Jasmine’s words pierced directly into Yun Che’s soul causing his breathing to roughen. 

Another three years has gone by... Little Fairy, just where have you gone.... 

I requested the Black Moon Merchant Guild to search for Chu Yuechan back then... now that three years 

have passed, I wonder if they have gotten any results. 

All of Yun Che’s worries were justified. 

The moment Ye Ziyi died, a reaction occurred in Ye Xinghan’s mind... at the same time, the memories he 

had of the events that occurred thirty breaths before his death were also transmitted into his mind! 



“Yun... Che....” Ye Xinghan slowly stood up and raised both his hands, and his wide-spread fingers 

distorted while his expression had become dark and terrible. 

The change in his aura caused the many protectorates that he had by his side to freeze up in shock... 

they had followed Ye Xinghan for so many years, yet they had never ever felt such a dreadful anger and 

killing intent emanating from his body before. 

“My father went to Supreme Ocean Palace... what profound ark did he use?” Ye Xinghan asked slowly, 

his voice deepening to the point where it sounded like the growls of a demon. 

Everyone did not know why Ye Xinghan asked such a question, but his head servant replied in a 

trembling voice, “He took... the Rainbow Sun Ark.” 

“So that is to say that the Sun Moon Sacred Ark is still within the hall!” Ye Xinghan’s eyes abruptly 

focused as his old hatred surged back into life, and a fierce killing intent that he had never felt before in 

his entire life swelled to such an extent that it threatened to rupture his body. He knew that he had 

already lost all sense of rationality, but he did not allow himself to calm down. He turned around and 

said in an incomparably deep voice, “Immediately inform the Ninth Elder, the Eleventh Elder, the 

Fifteenth Elder, and the Seventeenth Elder to come and see me!” 

“Also, I will give you an hour to quickly prepare the Sun Moon Sacred Ark, I want to... personally pay a 

visit to this lowly Blue Wind territory!” 

Chapter 667 - Frozen Cloud Celestial Shadow 

Even though Yun Che and Ye Xinghan had only met once, Ye Xinghan’s behavior at the Seven Nation 

Ranking Tournament and the Primordial Profound Ark had clearly revealed his nature to Yun Che. Once 

Ye Xinghan knew that he still lived, there was a great possibility that he would rush over as fast as he 

possibly could to kill him... and he would even come himself! 

Right after he had solved the crises that Blue Wind Imperial City and Frozen Cloud Asgard were facing, 

an even greater one popped up. From the sky, he surveyed Frozen Cloud Asgard which had more or less 

calmed down and heaved a long sigh of relief before summoning the Primordial Profound Ark and 

returning to Blue Wind Imperial Capital. 

However, what he did not notice was that in the sky far above him a pair of beautiful, crystalline eyes 

had been observing him silently. It was only until he left that those beautiful eyes finally withdrew their 

gaze as faint emotions bloomed on those features that were wrapped in cold mist; she was dressed all in 

white, as wispy as a fairy, and the ice spirits that floated all around her were even clearer and purer than 

the most perfect crystals in existence. 

“Master, the conclusion of Frozen Cloud Asgard was completely different from what was expected,” the 

blue-clothed girl who stood by her side said. Her voice was laced with joy because she knew that even 

though the white-clad woman in front of her had sworn a vow of neutrality, she was still not able to 

completely let go. Because if that was the case, she would not have taken a risk today and venture here 

once more. “However, the sect master of Frozen Cloud Asgard has now actually become a man... even 

though he was the one who resolved the crisis and there was no other alternative, I still feel that it’s a 

bit... weird.” 



“If he can truly help Frozen Cloud Asgard safely live through this crisis, whether he is a man or a woman 

is of no concern.” The white-clothed lady replied in a gentle tone, “Men are also able to cultivate the 

Frozen Cloud Art and the Frozen End Divine Art. The regulation that only allowed women to be accepted 

as disciples within Frozen Cloud Asgard was merely meant to protect it.” 

“I just feel that it’s weird. Besides Senior Brother Hanyi, all of those men in our Snow Song Realm are so 

hateful.” The blue-clothed girl’s tender and pink fragrant lips pouted, but after that, she asked curiously, 

“Master, just now you kept looking at that person called Yun Che, was his body strange in any way?” 

“...” The white-robed lady faintly looked to her side and replied, “He has the Frozen End Divine Art in his 

body, and he has already unlocked its sixth stage, but he can also ignite the Golden Crow flames. His 

body houses both fire and ice, and it is the extremely cold Frozen End energy and the extremely violent 

Golden Crow flames that are mixing together. However, the profound energy in his body is 

incomparably stable, and no disorder can be detected in his body... it is far too peculiar.” 

The brows of the white-robed lady wrinkled slightly... as if she could not understand something. And at 

her level, there were not many things left that could cause her any confusion at all. 

“Ah? So the flames he used to burn that purple-clothed man to ashes was truly the Golden Crow divine 

flames? I had thought I was mistaken.” The blue-clothed girl said in astonishment, “So that is to say that 

this continent actually contains one of the legacies left behind by the Golden Crow? Ooh... if the Flame 

God Realm’s Golden Crow Sect finds out about it, they will definitely send people to investigate 

immediately.” 

“...” The white-robed lady remained silent. 

“Master, is anything the matter? Why have you suddenly become so serious?” the blue-robed girl asked 

as she looked at her. 

“...” The white-robed lady faintly closed her eyes and looked as if she was focusing her spirit to the 

greatest degree. “Have you sensed that... there is someone peering in at us from some other location?” 

“Ah?” The mouth of the blue-robed girl widened but she immediately shook her head. “How can that 

be... how can any person on this plane discover our presence? I think Master must have been mistaken.” 

“...” After a short while, the white-clothed lady’s eyes slowly opened and she softly replied, “Perhaps...” 

At this time, the ice spirits around her suddenly fluttered chaotically and the celestial body underneath 

those icy mists shook violently as a mouthful of dark red blood suddenly spurted from her lips, dyeing 

her cloud-white robes in patches of red. 

“Master!!” The blue-robed girl cried out in alarm as she hurriedly supported the body of the white-

clothed lady while exclaiming in fright, “Why... why is it like this... didn’t you just have a relapse half a 

month ago... why did it happen again so quickly...” 

With a light wave of a cloud-white sleeve, ice flowers appeared in the air and all of the bloodstains 

instantly faded away into nothingness, but the complexion of the person wrapped by the icy mists had 

turned even more white, and even the trajectory of those dancing ice spirits had become extremely 

disorderly. The white-robed woman moderated her aura, but her voice still remained as indifferent as 



mist, “My injuries have fatally wounded me, and there is no reprieve for this situation. To be able to 

linger on for the past thousand years is already the kindness of fate. I have no complaints.” 

Her words signified that she had already began to feel her life coming to an end. The blue-robed girl’s 

eyes started gushing with tears. “No... Master cannot just yield to fate like this... the wounds master 

sustained a millennium ago were so severe. but Lord Realm King was still be able to deal with it... this 

time... Lord Realm King will definitely also have a way... or perhaps... I... I can go and plead with the 

Flame God Realm...” 

“You are not allowed to speak foolishly!” the white-robed lady rebuked her in a soft voice. From the 

moment she vomited blood until now, in the span of slightly over ten breaths, her profound energy aura 

had already weakened by more than half. Eyeing the boundless icy world below her, she gave a light sigh 

and said, “Let us depart, the aura of this place is muddy, and it will merely accelerate and exacerbate my 

condition...” 

“I had originally thought that I could part ways with it, but in the end... it is still like a child to me... and 

perhaps I will be unable to stop myself from coming here once again in the near future.” 

She held onto the blue-robed girl’s arm and slowly floated upwards as they entered a profound 

formation which had silently appeared above them. 

After the profound formation had disappeared, the figure of a girl with long, blood-red hair that fell to 

her waist and eyes which exuded a bewitching light slowly appeared where they had been standing. 

“Snow Song Realm?” The girl gave an extremely low and cold snort, “Hmph! No wonder I had always felt 

that the Frozen End Divine Art felt somewhat familiar... Looks like it was the ‘Ice Phoenix God Investiture 

Canon’ that does not contain the soul of the Ice Phoenix!” 

“This is interesting indeed,” she said as she gave a low laugh, and following that, her body faded away 

and completely disappeared from that place. 

The moment he appeared in the skies over Blue Wind Imperial City, the strange energy fluctuations 

caused Yun Che’s brows to furrow greatly as his gaze immediately swept towards the south... In the 

location where he had used the Yellow Springs Ashes to destroy the land, there was now astonishingly 

traces of an even greater destruction that took place. A deep crater that stretched several kilometers 

now existed in the ground that had already been levelled flat! And even though it seemed that a long 

period of time had passed since that cataclysmic event, there were still traces of an extremely powerful 

profound energy aura lingering within that crater. 

That seemed... to be the aura exuded by someone in the Sovereign Profound Realm! 

“Lord Prince Consort! You have returned!” On the wall, Feng Yunlie, who stood at the forefront despite 

his wounds, let out a joyous and emotional cry as he spotted Yun Che. The surrounding Blue Wind 

troops raised their heads as well, and strong emotions surged in their eyes... it was as if they were 

looking upon a deity. 

Yun Che descended from the skies and asked, “General Feng, what exactly happened here? What events 

transpired while I was away?” 



Feng Yunlie hurriedly replied, “About an hour after Lord Prince Consort had departed, there was yet 

another troop of Divine Phoenix soldiers which rapidly approached from the west, and there were also a 

large number of Fire War Horses and flying profound beasts with them as well...” 

“What?” Yun Che’s brows sunk. “Why didn’t you send a sound transmission to me?!” 

“At that time, her majesty tried sending a sound transmission many times to Lord Prince Consort, but 

every time she tried, it ended in failure,” Feng Yunlie replied. “At that time, Lord Under Heaven guessed 

that Lord Prince Consort may be in a location which contained an isolation barrier, so you would be 

unable to receive any sound transmissions...” 

Sound transmission failure... isolation barrier? Yun Che was completely dumbfounded but then he 

remembered that he and the ladies of Frozen Cloud had been in the Frozen Cloud Secret Grounds which 

held the bodies of all the past Asgard Mistress of Frozen Cloud Asgard. Could it be... 

“But Consort Yun does not need to be worried.” Feng Yunlie said in an excited voice, “When those 

Divine Phoenix soldiers were about to attack, an incomparably powerful... hero that seemed to be as 

strong as Lord Prince Consort himself appeared, and that hero was actually also...” 

Bang!! 

Following the sound of something being violently smashed aside, Yun Che heard a rough and heavy 

voice that he was all too familiar with. Not only that, but that voice also clearly contained the sound of 

sobbing as it rang out, “Bro... Brother-in-law... Brother-in-law!!” 

This was Yuanba’s voice. and in this world, only Yuanba would call him “Brother-in-law.” Yun Che’s heart 

abruptly swelled in his chest and he swivelled around to look at the figure which was barrelling towards 

him... and before he could even begin to become emotional, he was instead given a huge shock. 

Because the originally huge Xia Yuanba... had actually grown even larger with the passage of three 

years, and he had grown so huge that Yun Che’s eyes nearly popped out of his head in shock. 

Boom!! 

As Yun Che was still in a state of shock, he unconsciously side-stepped that rush and Xia Yuanba 

immediately flew into the air, and with a huge crash, he blew the corner of a wall into fragments. Xia 

Yuanba turned around and immediately began to bawl, “Brother-in-law! Looks like you really didn’t 

die... that’s just great... Senior Sister Xueruo said you had returned... I... I... I thought I would really never 

be able to see you again...” 

“I am so hardy, so how would I die so easily,” Yun Che smiled as he looked at the huge Xia Yuanba. With 

that, he went over and patted his arm... When his hand came into contact with that arm, he realized 

that the muscles that he touched were so hard that it was practically like steel. “Yuanba, I haven’t seen 

you for three years and you have... grown once more. Alright, stop crying already. In the future, unless 

you see the body, don’t believe that I have died.“ 

“I... I... Mn!” Xia Yuanba vigorously wiped his eyes and energetically nodded his head as the corners of 

his mouth curved upwards and grinned with all of his might. “Right... I shouldn’t be crying! Brother-in-

law is clearly doing great and nothing happened to him, so I should be laughing instead. Ah, I should 



have known this would happen in the end. Brother-in-law is the luckiest man in the world... so how 

would he die so easily.” 

Cang Yue, Number One Under Heaven, Xiao Yun, and Number Seven Under Heaven had already come 

out. They looked at how Xia Yuanba, who had terrifying strength, exuded an overwhelming pressure, 

and had obliterated the Divine Phoenix Army in one punch, cried like a child in front of Yun Che and how 

just one word from Yun Che caused him to cry and smile at the same time. The discrepancy was simply 

too great, and it caused Xiao Yun’s group to be completely stunned. 

Cang Yue looked at their dazed expressions, and she gently laughed, “My husband and Yuanba grew up 

together. They are the most important kinsman in each other’s lives. Their relationship is so good that it 

is admirable... and no matter how strong they become and how exalted their positions are, this is one 

thing that will never change.” 

What was shocked Yun Che even more than the change in Xia Yuanba’s appearance was the change in 

his aura. The profound energy aura that was swirling around Xia Yuanba’s body was so thick that even 

Yun Che could scarcely believe it. He stared at Xia Yuanba and asked, “Yuanba, right now what level... is 

your profound strength at?” 

“This...” Xia Yuanba smiled in a rather bashful manner, “If I say it, Brother-in-law might not even believe 

me, but right now, I seem to have already reached... the sixth level of the Sovereign Profound Realm.” 

Right after he said this, he hurriedly added words for emphasis, “It’s true, I am definitely not lying to 

Brother-in-law!” 

“He is really not tricking you.” Jasmine said immediately after, “His current profound strength is indeed 

at the sixth level of the Sovereign Profound Realm!” 

In Illusory Demon Realm’s Demon Imperial City, Yun Che had seen many Monarchs, so he was extremely 

clear on what the words “Sovereign Profound Realm” truly meant. He knew that even though the 

difference in strength between each level of the Tyrant Profound Realm was huge, the difference 

between each level of the Sovereign Profound Realm was also like heaven and earth. The Overlord 

Pellet, which would allow someone to break through the bottleneck of the Emperor Profound Realm 

and allow that person to become an Overlord, was already one of the most valuable treasures in Demon 

Imperial City. Breaking through the bottleneck of the Tyrant Profound Realm to enter the Sovereign 

Profound Realm was something that, to common folk, was as hard as scaling the heavens... 

And Xia Yuanba had actually, in the short span of three years, jumped from the mid-stages of the Tyrant 

Profound Realm... to the mid-stages of the Sovereign Profound Realm! 

The speed of this growth could not even be described with ten thousand “unimaginables,” and even if 

someone like the leader of a Sacred Ground were to find out, he would still be so jealous that he would 

vomit eight liters of blood. 

Looking at Yun Che’s stupidly dazed expression, Xia Yuanba weakly said, “I never thought that my 

profound strength would rise so fast. Master said it is because of my Tyrannical Emperor’s Divine Veins... 

and I also slowly came to realize that my Tyrannical Emperor’s Divine Veins were actually so awesome.” 



“...” The corner of Yun Che’s mouth twisted and he used his thoughts to ask, “Jasmine, you said before 

that the Tyrannical Emperor’s Divine Veins were the profound veins of the Ancient Era’s War God, 

right...” 

Jasmine, “??” 

“And you also said that the Evil God and the Rage God were transcendent existences even among the 

gods that existed during the Ancient Era... but, I have the profound veins of the Evil God, the divine art 

of the Rage God, and I even have the blood and marrow of the Dragon God, the bloodlines of the 

Phoenix, and the Golden Crow... and I even endured the extremely cruel spatial storms for all of those 

years while I absorbed a large amount of energy from the Sea of Death... so I always thought that my 

growth rate was already heaven-defying!!” 

“Yet now, I realize that, in front of Yuanba’s Tyrannical Emperor’s Divine Veins, the Evil God and Rage 

God and everything else... seem to be as weak as trash!!” Yun Che snarled as he gnashed his teeth. Xia 

Yuanba’s frightening and peerless rate of growth... could not help but make even him jealous. 

Chapter 668 - The Approaching Sun Moon Divine Hall 

“Hmph, you really are naive!” Jasmine scoffed, “The most distinctive characteristic of the Tyrannical 

Emperor’s Divine Veins is its growth. But the distinctive feature of the power of the Evil God and the 

Rage God is Berserk and Sacred Body! Even though it’s only at the third level of the Emperor Profound 

Realm now, but under the berserk profound energy, it can contend with an early stage monarch! Under 

the power of Rage God, your body will be so tough, it could also be compared to a Monarch’s! As you 

are now, it is indeed impossible for you to match up against Xia Yuanba, but if you are in the same realm 

as him, it would be impossible for even ten of him to match you!” 

“But...” Jasmine’s voice lowered, “Even so, the degree of his growth was so great that it is indeed quite 

unusual. I have said before, once the Tyrannical Emperor’s Divine Veins awakens, the profound energy 

will immediately increase to the Emperor Profound or even the Tyrant Profound Realm, but this is at the 

status of the Tyrannical Emperor’s Divine Veins being fully awakened. Three years ago, his Tyrannical 

Emperor’s Divine Veins was only at the early stage of awakening, but he has already managed to 

become an Overlord. Now, his Tyrannical Emperor’s Divine Veins still haven’t fully awakened, but he is 

already a Monarch... At this plane, with such short amount of time, is impossible to reach this amount of 

growth through simple cultivation. The only possibility is that it came from the strength that had already 

been sleeping within the Tyrannical Emperor’s Divine Veins! But, in normal Tyrannical Emperor’s Divine 

Veins, it is impossible to have innate strength this strong to be sleeping within, much less at this lower 

level plane... Then, there is only one possibility...” 

“What do you mean?” Yun Che continued to ask. 

“That is... his birth father or birth mother is an extremely strong person, so in the Tyrannical Emperor’s 

Divine Veins, besides the power of War God, it also carries a powerful innate gift and strength from the 

birth father or birth mother. Or else, it is impossible for him to grow at such speed with the Tyrannical 

Emperor’s Divine Veins still not completely awake,” Jasmine said with complete certainty. 

“But, Yuanba’s father was a merchant his whole life, almost not cultivating any profound strength at all, 

and Yuanba’s mother... passed away when he was very young,” said Yun Che as he locked his eyebrows. 



“Xia Yuanba and Xia Qingyue, one of them has an extremely strong Tyrannical Emperor’s Divine Veins, 

and the other has the ‘Nine Profound Exquisite Body’ and the ‘Heart of Snow Glazed Glass.’ If their 

parents are just normal people... that is simply the biggest joke!” Jasmine scoffed, “I have actually seen 

their father. That person named Xia Hongyi is indeed a normal person. But for their birth mother, not 

only is it impossible for her to have been a normal person... she must be so strong and in such a realm 

that you cannot even comprehend as you are now!” 

Yun Che, “...” 

Nightfall, the Moon Embracing Palace was brightly lit. 

Blue Wind Imperial City was very quiet, and the dark clouds covered the light from the moon which 

made the entire capital so dark that it could almost suffocate people. Yun Che, Cang Yue, Xia Yuanba, 

and the others were talking to each other about the encounters during these three years. Reuniting 

after being separated for so long should have been full of joy, but with their homeland being stomped 

over, becoming a scene of devastation wherever it meets the eye and with half of their homeland being 

taken over by the Divine Phoenix Empire, the atmosphere throughout was somewhat depressing. 

“Yue’er, you should rest soon. Don’t worry. With me here, our imperial city will definitely be alright,” 

worried Yun Che with dear concern as held Cang Yue’s small hands. 

But Cang Yue smiled, shook her head, and said, “Husband, after you left to Frozen Cloud Asgard, I sent a 

sound transmission to Grandfather and Lingxi and told them you are back... Lingxi responded with a 

sound transmission with a heavy tearful tone... They must be almost wearing out their eyes waiting in 

Floating Cloud City. Even though it is midnight now, they must still be awake. You should go there soon 

and reunite with them. Here in the capital, we have Yuanba, so there is nothing to be worried about.” 

Yun Che unconsciously turned his head to look in the east and sighed softly, but then shook his head 

slightly. “ Frozen Cloud Asgard is in imminent danger now, and there is a possibility that it will affect 

here as well. I should finish dealing with the situation with Frozen Cloud Asgard before returning to 

Floating Cloud City in case they start worrying again right after we reunite.” 

“What happened with Frozen Cloud Asgard? How is the situation now?” Cang Yue asked worriedly. 

Yun Che was silent for a bit, and then, he briefly summarized Frozen Cloud Asgard’s encounters for the 

past six months and its current situation. 

“What? Sun Moon Divine Hall!?” Xia Yuanba roared deeply and stood up all of a sudden in response. 

“Sun Moon Divine Hall again! Why did they attack my Big Sister... that Ye Xinghan...” The murderous 

intent in Xia Yuanba’s whole body boiled. “He almost killed brother-in-law three years ago, and now he 

actually attacked my big sister ...” 

Yun Che said calmly, “Ye Xinghan has an arrogant, conceited, sinister, and even somewhat extreme 

personality, but at the same time, he is definitely not a foolish person. After he finds out that I am still 

alive, have ruined his plan once again, and even killed his people, the most likely thing he will do is to 

put me to death in the shortest amount of time, allowing me no chance to escape or run away. There is 

even a possibility... that he will come himself this time.” 



“Just how I like it!!” Xia Yuanba held both his fists tight. “Watch me smash his brain into mush with a 

single punch!” 

Yun Che shook his head. “Yuanba, don’t be impulsive. My current level of strength has already been 

exposed to Ye Xinghan. If he wants to completely put me to death, the people that he brings will 

absolutely not be someone we can handle with just the two of us... In addition, you are representing 

Absolute Monarch Sanctuary now. If you show up, it could develop into a conflict between Sun Moon 

Divine Hall and Absolute Monarch Sanctuary. It will gain the attention of both sides and even all of the 

Sacred Grounds’ attention. To Frozen Cloud Asgard, not only is this not beneficial at all, it will, on the 

contrary, be an extremely horrible disaster.” 

“Ah? Why?” Xia Yuanba asked in confusion, “I can protect Frozen Cloud Asgard as the representative of 

Absolute Monarch Sanctuary. Then, there shouldn’t be anyone who will dare to bully Frozen Cloud 

Asgard, right? How is it a disaster?” 

Yun Che shook his head, lowered his eyebrows, and explained, “The reason the Sun Moon Divine Hall 

attacked Frozen Cloud Asgard was because of one of Qingyue’s secrets, and at this moment, only Ye 

Xinghan and one person from Mighty Heavenly Sword Region knows about this secret. If this matter 

alerts the Four Great Sacred Grounds, then there will be a possibility for this secret to be known by more 

and more people... By then, Ye Xinghan wouldn’t be the only one with his eyes on Qingyue. Instead, it 

will be all of Sacred Grounds and even more powerful forces. Frozen Cloud Asgard would also be 

involved completely in this flood.” 

Yun Che’s words had already shocked Xia Yuanba’s heart, and his brain quickly cooled down. He didn’t 

ask Yun Che what his Big Sister’s “secret” was, because he already realized. This “secret,” the less people 

who know about it, the better, including himself. If he really protected Frozen Cloud Asgard... then the 

situation would indeed escalate and include more and more parties—— He himself clearly knew that he 

was no longer a normal disciple of Absolute Monarch Sanctuary. 

"Then what should we do now... Where is Big Sister now? Is she in danger?” Xia Yuanba asked anxiously. 

The profound escape formation at Frozen Cloud Asgard is a random dimensional formation. No one 

knows where she was teleported to. We were not able to contact her even with the One Hundred 

Thousand Mile Sound Transmission Talisman, so she have been transported to somewhere very far 

away. But...” Yun Che smiled lightly and comforted, “Yuanba, you don’t have to be too worried. Six 

months ago, Qingyue was already half step into the Tyrant Profound Realm. Even in the whole 

continent, there are not a lot of people who could bully her. In addition, since she is that smart, you can 

rest assured that nothing will happen. Maybe she will come back after she finds out Frozen Cloud Asgard 

is safe and sound.” 

Even though Yun Che was also concerned with where exactly Xia Qingyue went, he wasn’t too worried 

about her safeness in his unconscious mind. Her strength, gifts, and intelligence were just an extremely 

small portion of the reason why he wasn’t too concerned, but the main reason was that, besides her 

“Nine Profound Exquisite Body,” she also possessed the “Heart of Snow Glazed Glass” which, Jasmine 

had mentioned, shouldn’t have existed in this plane, and Jasmine had said that the people who possess 

the “Heart of Snow Glazed Glass” would be favored by the heavens... Even though he didn’t really 



understand the concept of being “favored by the heavens,” at the very least, she wouldn’t encounter 

bad luck, right? 

“Mm... yeah!” Big Sister is that strong, she will definitely be safe.” Xia Yuanba strongly nodded his head, 

and then, he thought of something and took out a golden, strangely-shaped Sound Transmission Jade. 

He didn’t use a Sound Transmission Talisman; instead, he input his profound energy within, and the 

Sound Transmission Jade started flashing in a golden light. Xia Yuanba spoke into the Sound 

Transmission Jade and said, “Master, disciple is now in Blue Wind Imperial City. Can Master help 

investigate and see if there are any special movements from Sun Moon Divine Hall... Especially the 

movement of high level sacred arks.” 

Number One Under Heaven and Number Seven Under Heaven listened quietly to their entire 

conversation and didn’t interrupt at all. Even though they were not from Profound Sky Continent, they 

knew the name Absolute Monarch Sanctuary and Sun Moon Divine Hall better than most people of the 

Profound Sky Continent. Because those were the villains who once invaded their Illusory Demon Realm 

and were one of the culprits that caused Demon Emperor’s death which put the Illusory Demon Realm 

into a hundred years of chaos. 

Originally, the reason they followed Yun Che to Profound Sky Continent was to accompany Xiao Yun to 

reunite with his relatives, but they didn’t imagine that they would directly and indirectly come into 

contact with the two terrifying existences of Absolute Monarch Sanctuary and Sun Moon Divine Hall in 

this nation which only had Emperor Profound as their highest realm. 

The expression in Number One Under Heaven’s eyes was really complicated. He came to Profound Sky 

Continent to protect Number Seven Under Heaven, and he thought that he was too cautious and 

worried too much... But now, it was only the first day, and his mind was already unable to settle down. 

Before Xia Yuanba could put away his Sound Transmission Jade, it suddenly shined again. He 

immediately picked it up and the soul voice of Spiritual Master Ancient Blue was immediately sent into 

his mind, causing his expression to subsequently change. 

“What did your Master say?” immediately asked as Yun Che’s eyebrows moved. The reason Xia Yuanba’s 

master would give him a response so quickly was obviously because he had noticed something strange 

from Sun Moon Divine Hall already. 

Xia Yuanba lifted his head and said in a deep voice, “Master said, the Sun Moon Sacred Ark had already 

flon out from Sun Moon Divine Hall four hours ago. It was moving extremely quickly, and the direction it 

was flying in, was where Blue Wind Nation is!” 

“Sun Moon Sacred Ark!?” Yun Che’s eyebrows locked. According to Ye Qingsheng’s memory, the Sun 

Moon Sacred Ark is the best profound ark of Sun Moon Divine Hall. Even though it could not be 

compared with the Heavenly Sacred Divine Ark that Xia Yuanba used this time, the speed of it definitely 

surpassed common folk’s knowledge, and it also has very strong offensive capabilities. 

“I heard Master mentioned that the Sun Moon Sacred Ark of Sun Moon Divine Hall can only be 

controlled by the Heavenly Monarch, Ye Meixie, and his son, Ye Xinghan. And Master said that Ye Meixie 

was still currently in Supreme Ocean Palace... that means Ye Xinghan must be in the Sun Moon Sacred 

Ark!” angrily exclaimed Xia Yuanba as he grit his teeth. During the secluded cultivation in the past three 



years, the reason his powers awakened and increased so fast was because of his desire to take revenge. 

The person he wanted to take revenge on was naturally Ye Xinghan. Even though he now saw that Yun 

Che was safe and sound, his hatred towards Ye Xinghan still only increased instead of decreasing 

because of Frozen Cloud Asgard’s calamity... If Ye Xinghan appeared before him now, even with Yun 

Che’s reminder earlier, he would definitely punch him in the head with all of his strength——Even if he 

was the Young Master of Sun Moon Divine Hall, the only son of the Heavenly Monarch! 

With the speed of the Sun Moon Sacred Ark, they will arrive in about eight more hours... at most nine 

hours! Brother-in-law, what should we do now?” Xia Yuanba was already unsettled and couldn’t sit still. 

He tightly clenched his fists, and the profound energy in his entire body was moving uncontrollably... 

Even though his profound strength was already so strong that it bordered upon terrifying, his almost 

instinctive trust and reliance on Yun Che had still not changed in the slightest. 

Big Brother Yun, let’s send the people from Frozen Cloud Asgard away immediately with the profound 

ark. With Big Brother Yun’s profound ark, none of them would be hurt,” Number Seven Under Heaven 

shouted. 

“No!” Yun Che said in a deep voice, “This time, Ye Xinghan even used the strongest profound ark of Sun 

Moon Divine Hall to rush here as fast as possible. He must want to kill me at all costs. If he was left 

empty-handed at Frozen Cloud Asgard, destroying the Frozen Cloud Asgard would still be secondary. He 

will instead definitely target Blue Wind Imperial City immediately to force me to appear... If he had 

investigated me during these three years, he might even turn to Floating Cloud City! After all, my 

identity is the prince consort of the Blue Wind Imperial Family, and Floating Cloud City was my 

birthplace.” 

“But, that is Sun Moon Divine Hall! Dad said that no matter which one of the Four Great Sacred Grounds 

it is, they are all stronger than any of the Guardian Families! It is impossible for us to fight against them 

with just us alone,” Number Seven Under Heaven said in panic. 

“Old Seven is right.” Number One Under Heaven also said in a serious manner, “Brother Yun, you have 

that profound ark that can travel through space, so even if Sun Moon Divine Hall arrive, you can bring 

anyone you want to protect away safely. As for the other things... no matter what it is, nothing is more 

important than staying alive.” 

Yun Che’s eyes turned slightly. Compared to other people’s nervous and slight panic, Yun Che’s 

expression was a lot calmer. “If we really reach that step, I will naturally take everyone and escape... but 

that will only happen if we have no other choice remaining.” 

Beneath his feet was the last glory that Cang Yue used everything to protect under the disaster of Blue 

Wind Nation. How could he let this imperial city not be destroyed by the hands of Divine Phoenix, but be 

destroyed in the hands of Ye Xinghan because of him. 

“Brother Yun, did you come up with some method? But the other side is Sun Moon Divine Hall, and their 

Young Master is coming in person, and you also said that the other party roughly knows the current 

level of your strength...” said Number One Under Heaven while frowning. He absolutely did not question 

Yun Che’s ability... because back then, even Duke Huai failed miserably before him. But now under the 

current situation, no matter how he thought about it, he couldn’t come up with a way to counter it. 



Unless he returned to Illusory Demon Realm and brought the Little Demon Empress over... then no 

matter how many powerful practitioners came from Sun Moon Divine Hall, they would all be fodder. 

“Basically... but I am not very certain, so we can only gamble on it.” Without waiting for them to ask, Yun 

Che stood up and said, “Yuanba, you stay here and protect the Imperial City. If the Divine Phoenix 

Empire dares to come again, kill them all! Brother Under Heaven, Seventh Sister, you two stay here and 

protect Yue’er... Xiao Yun, you come with me to Frozen Cloud Asgard, right now.” 

“Ah?” Xiao Yun’s expression was stunned as he doubtfully pointed to himself. “Me?” 

“Ah!?” Number Seven Under Heaven rushed over and used half of her body to block Xiao Yun while 

saying with a panicked expression, “Wh... why are you taking Brother Yun with you? Sun Moon Divine 

Hall is so dangerous, what if Brother Yun... what if...” 

“Don’t worry, did you forget about my profound ark? He is more safe with me than with you guys.” Yun 

Che reached out, brushed Number Seven Under Heaven’s shoulders, and pulled Xiao Yun over. “I 

promise you that when you see him again, not a single hair on his head will be missing, or else, you can 

punish me however you like.” 

“Seventh Sister, you don’t have to worry. With Big Brother here, I will definitely be safe,” Xiao Yun also 

immediately comforted. 

Number Seven Under Heaven’s face blushed slightly because of the unconscious reaction just now. She 

immediately swung her arm and said, “Alright, alright. Brother Yun and I are not those cowardly 

people... But you promised me, he can’t even be missing a single hair!” 

“Brother Yun, what are you going to do exactly?” Number One Under Heaven couldn’t help but to ask in 

curiosity. 

“To put it simply, we are going to scare them back.” Yun Che smiled slightly, and his eyes shined slightly 

with a strange light. “The best way is to scare them so hard that they wouldn’t dare to bother us in the 

future.” 

“Scare them back?” Number One Under Heaven was stunned, and everyone else was stunned too. If it 

was to frighten... with Yun Che’s strength now, it was enough to frighten a normal profound practitioner 

completely. But they were facing Sun Moon Divine Hall, the highest level of existence in the Profound 

Sky Continent, how could Yun Che scare them... or it could even be said that in the whole Profound Sky 

Continent, there was almost nothing that could be enough to scare them thoroughly enough. 

Yun Che didn’t explain, simply calmly saying, “I don’t know if it will work, but if it works, at least they 

wouldn’t bother us for a short period of time. But if it fails... we can only escape.” 

“Xiao Yun, let’s go.” 

“Ah... yes!” 

“Yue’er, don’t worry. Even though there is a possibility that it will fail, if I want to escape, there is really 

not a lot of people who can hold me back in this world. No matter what, I will not get into an accident 

again like three years ago. Before noon tomorrow, I will return safely for sure,” said Yun Che as he took 



Xiao Yun’s arms while looking into Cang Yue’s eyes. Then, he turned around and flew out of the main 

hall with Xiao Yun. 

“Husband...” As his back figure disappeared from her line of sight, Cang Yue unconsciously stepped 

forward, looked at the night sky outside, and her eyes became blurry. This man she loved and married, 

his life seems to always be accompanied with troubles that others could not understand. This was the 

first day they had reunited after being separated by life and death... but he had to leave in a hurry, to 

use his own strength to face one of the highest existences in the Profound Sky Continent... 

Chapter 669 - Four Great Elders 

When a profound practitioner increased his profound strength, his speed would naturally increase as 

well. Especially for someone within the Sky Profound Realm who could utilize the Profound Floating 

Technique, he would be able to fly at an extremely frightening speed. However, it still could not be 

compared to the speed of a profound ark. When one had attained an even higher profound realm such 

as the Tyrant or Sovereign Profound Realm, although their speed could surpass a vast majority of 

profound ark, it still would not the match the speed of some of the higher quality profound arks. 

Like Absolute Monarch Sanctuary’s Heavenly Sacred Divine Ark or Sun Moon Divine Hall’s Sun Moon 

Sacred Ark. 

However, when a profound ark was being operated, it would consume a large amount of high quality 

jades. The higher the quality of the profound ark, the faster it could fly. Accordingly, the quality of the 

jades required would be higher, and the consumption rate would also be faster. Therefore, even at the 

level of the Four Great Sacred Grounds, they would not employ high quality profound arks haphazardly 

unless they had an emergency. 

At this time, several thousand meters in the air, the Sun Moon Sacred Ark was flying at breakneck speed. 

The ark was several hundred meters long, and its entire body was silver. On the left side of the ark, 

there were the imprints of a scorching sun, and on the right side, there was a crescent moon. The speed 

at which it was flying was far above any human’s comprehension, and the profound practitioners on the 

ground could only hear the piercing noise of air being ripped apart. When they had looked up, they 

could not even see the silhouette of the ark. All that they could see were pieces of clouds and empty 

space left behind when the ark had flown past. 

Inside the Sun Moon Sacred Ark, Ye Xinghan’s face was still just like water, and his eyes were cold. At 

this point in time, his mind had already coldly sobered. He knew that his impulsive activation of the Sun 

Moon Sacred Ark due to Yun Che would cause him to be punished by his father, but he did not regret 

this impulsive action. 

Aside from Ye Xinghan, there were nineteen other people aboard the Sun Moon Sacred Ark. Fifteen 

within them were Ye Xinghan’s personal protectorates. All of their profound strengths were in the 

Tyrant Profound Realm, with the strongest one at the ninth level of the Tyrant Profound Realm. As for 

the other four... they were each separated by Ye Xinghan’s side. Each of their faces showed not anger, 

but prestige. The aura they emitted was as heavy as a tall mountain. Not only were the profound 

strengths of those fifteen Overlords overbearing, as Ye Xinghan’s protectorates, they all held a high 

position in Sun Moon Divine Hall. However, when they looked at the four individuals, their eyes were all 

filled with deep reverence. 



Because these four, were elders from Sun Moon Divine Hall!! 

And to become an elder of Sun Moon Divine Hall, one requirement had to be met, which was to reach 

the realm of Monarchs! 

Moreover, these four were not only elders from Sun Moon Divine Hall but were also ranked in the top 

twenty. One among them was even ranked in the top ten. They were respectively, Eleventh Elder Ye 

Juanyun•, Fifteenth Elder Ye Shi•, Seventeenth Elder Ye Shuran•, and the one whose profound strength 

was close to a late stage Monarch, Ninth Elder Ye Guying, was already at the seventh level of the 

Sovereign Profound Realm! 

"Just a mere Yun Che actually drove Young Master to fly into rage. Isn’t the young master 

overestimating him?" indifferently commented Fifteenth Elder Ye Shi after seeing that Ye Xinghan was 

calming down from his anger. It wasn’t that he had not heard of the name “Yun Che.” After all, single-

handedly overturning ten great geniuses from Divine Phoenix Sect’s young generation had caused a 

great commotion three years ago. It was hard to not know of that matter... However, they had only 

heard of it and nothing more because Yun Che did not qualify to hold their interest due to the difference 

in levels. As for hearing that Yun Che had foiled Ye Xinghan on the Primordial Profound Ark and then 

died on it, they had only just laughed it off... because anyone who dared to offend their Sun Moon 

Divine Hall’s Young Master, even if he did not die in the Primordial Profound Ark, after coming out of it, 

he would die an even more miserable death. 

After suddenly finding out that Yun Che was actually alive and had even killed two of his protectorates, 

Ye Xinghan was thoroughly enraged. He wanted to kill him immediately and didn’t hesitate to activate 

the Sun Moon Sacred Ark, and bring fifteen protectorates He even brought four of their elders! This was 

like bringing a knife that could butcher cows to kill chickens! 

"Ye Shi is right." Ye Shuran slightly nodded his head and said, "Even though that Yun Che has impressive 

talent, what status does Young Master have? How is he even worthy of such treatment from the young 

master? If Young Master wants him dead, why does he need to activate the Sacred Sun Moon Ark and 

come in person? Only I am needed to kill him without a proper burial." 

Ye Xinghan’s face was cold and dark as he quietly exclaimed, "Yun Che... has to die!!" 

Ye Guying raised his head slightly, then said, "Young Master, this old one thinks that we should be a bit 

more cautious in going to Blue Wind to kill Yun Che at this time.” 

"Why does Ninth Elder say that? With the four of us here, even if there are thousands Yun Ches, he 

would still die a certain death. That Yun Che was able to kill those two pieces of trash, Ye Qingsheng and 

Ye Ziyi, is indeed unexpected, but how could he triumph over the four of us?" Ye Guying’s statement 

caused the faces of both Ye Shi and Ye Shuran to reveal puzzlement. As the Ninth Elder, Ye Guying’s 

profound strength cultivation had reached great heights. The position he held in Sun Moon Divine Hall 

was high, and although he was also an elder, while Ye Guying could call Ye Shi and Ye Shuran by name, 

Ye Shi and Ye Shuran still had to be slightly respectful and refer to him as Ninth Elder. 

"No, we still have to be careful, not against Yun Che, but the one that is supporting him from the 

shadows, or to speak more precisely—his master!" Ye Guying solemnly replied, "Although Young Master 



is impulsive in his rage, he is not stupid. I believe that he had considered and thought it over before 

bringing us four along with him.” 

"I also have to agree with what Ninth Elder had said," Eleventh Elder Ye Juanyun spoke. "It is said that 

Yun Che’s profound veins were crippled when he was young and were miraculously healed later on. 

Three years ago, when he swept the Profound Sky Seven Nation Ranking Tournament, it had been said 

that he had not even been cultivating in the profound for four years! And now that such a short three 

years have passed, his profound strength has reached the realm where he could kill Ye Qingsheng and 

Ye Ziyi in but an instant! This level of power could be described as being exaggerated to the extreme. 

Even if it’s our Four Great Sacred Grounds exhausting all our resources, it is still impossible for us to 

nurture a person to reach such a terrifying realm in such a short amount of time! It is truly hard to 

imagine what kind of expert could actually produce such a disciple!” 

"Three years ago, there were rumors that there was a very strong and mysterious master behind him, 

but no one had ever seen his master." Yue Guying indifferently continued, "That year, he faced the 

entire Divine Phoenix Sect in Divine Phoenix City alone without fear. At that time, he was not even 

twenty years of age, so it was impossible for him to be that calm and bold back then. It must be that he 

had something to rely on. That might be sufficient to explain that the master behind him was so strong 

that it allowed him to not fear the Divine Phoenix Sect. At that time, Divine Phoenix Sect should have 

thought about this many times, which was why they decided to announce that they had "reconciled" 

with Yun Che during the Profound Sky Seven Nation Ranking Tournament, yet allowed Feng Feiyan to kill 

him on the Primordial Profound Ark. 

"What I concerns me the most is that how he actually fled out of the Primordial Profound Ark alive." Ye 

Guying continued, "Our Four Great Sacred Grounds also had a few predecessors that have stayed on the 

Primordial Profound Ark, but the outcome was that not a bag of bones was found! Yet Yun Che actually 

came out alive..." 

"That’s really easy to explain." Ye Shi smiled and said, "Young Master had said before that three years 

ago, in the Primordial Profound Ark, Absolute Monarch Sanctuary Xia Yuanba, who possessed the 

Tyrannical Emperor•’s Divine Veins, exited the Primordial Profound Ark before it was about to close. 

Divine Phoenix Sect’s Princess Snow was initially sealed for death in a fortress alone with Yun Che by our 

Young Master, but that Princess Snow actually safely made it out... The reason that they could actually 

exit was with the help of Absolute Monarch Sanctuary’s spatial bracelet which was specially 

manufactured at great expense to prevent accidents in the Primordial Profound Ark. Xia Yuanba and 

Princess Snow had both escaped with the help of the spatial bracelet, so Yun Che naturally had as well! 

He obviously never got taken away by the Primordial Profound Ark three years ago and had escaped 

with the help of the spatial bracelet. Only, when he thought about him having offended the young 

master, he knew that leaving the Primordial Profound Ark could only result in death. Divine Phoenix Sect 

would also not let him off, so he quickly went into hiding after leaving the Primordial Profound Ark, 

resulting in the false image that he had been taken away by the Primordial Profound Ark which led 

everyone to think that he was already dead. In this way, he would not be hunted down by our Sun Moon 

Divine Hall and Divine Phoenix Sect. From then on, he was living in hiding... which was only exposed 

now." 



"Yes." Ye Shuran nodded in approval, "This is the only explanation. That Yun Che is so cunning and could 

actually fool our Sun Moon Divine Hall and Divine Phoenix Sect for an entire three years... It’s no wonder 

why young master would be so furious!" 

Yue Guying slightly moved his brows together, and then slowly nodded, "This is indeed the best 

explanation. But, I still have another point of concern... Ye Qingsheng and Ye Ziyi both had the soul 

imprint that Young Master personally planted in their bodies. Both Ye Qingsheng and Ye Ziyi’s soul 

crystals had shattered, which proves that both of them are dead. However, Young Master had only 

received Ye Ziyi’s death imprint. This could only mean that Ye Qingsheng soul imprint had been erased 

before his death! For someone who could erase a soul imprint, how could he not have detected the 

imprint! But he still directly killed Ye Ziyi, and it seems like he deliberately killed Ye Ziyi so that he could 

pass the death imprint to the young master..." 

"Hahahaha," Ye Shuran suddenly laughed. "Ninth Elder has always been calm and wise, thinking things 

through carefully which is a quality many admire. But this time, you have worried too much. Although 

there is a strong master behind Yun Che, no matter how strong his master is, how could his master be 

stronger than Ninth Elder? Our Sun Moon Divine Hall has existed in the Profound Sky Continent for ten 

thousand years, who does it actually fear? Being ‘noticed’ by our young master should be little Yun Che’s 

greatest glory. Even if his talent and strength were to be multiplied by ten, in the face of our Sun Moon 

Divine Hall, he is just a grasshopper that we can step on at anytime! If he is actually as Ninth Elder had 

said... how could he, just to live, actually make the effort three years ago to create the false image of 

being ‘dead’?" 

"What Shuran has said also make sense." Having heard that, Ye Juanyun nodded, "Every time those who 

have been implanted with a soul imprint breaks through, there is always the chance that the battering 

of profound energy would erase it. Ye Qingsheng’s soul imprint might have disappeared a long time ago 

without anyone knowing, and that happening is also very normal." 

"Heheh," Ye Guying let out a laugh. “Perhaps I really am thinking too much into it." 

"Ninth Elder always thinks carefully and has never underestimated anyone. It is precisely why he is 

extremely valued by the Heavenly Monarch." Ye Shi smiled and said, "This is also the reason why I have 

always admired Ninth Elder... Oh? It seems like we are approaching the border of Blue Wind Nation. I 

wonder if Yun Che is already aware of us and has already covered his face to scamper off like a rat." 

At the very north of Blue Wind Nation, Frozen Cloud Asgard. 

It was now very late at night, but the skies of the Snow Region of Extreme Ice were an ashen white 

reflected by the boundless snow and ice. Upon arriving at Frozen Cloud Asgard, Yun Che and Xiao Yun 

did not exit the Primordial Profound Ark. He estimated how long it would take Sun Moon Divine Hall to 

arrive and took out two identical sets of outer clothing, belts, and shoes from the Sky Poison Pearl. "Xiao 

Yun, quick, change into these clothes!” 

Xiao Yun and Yun Che’s body shapes were extremely similar, so Yun Che clothes naturally fit well on Xiao 

Yun’s body. 

Chapter 670 - Calamity Strikes Again 



When Yun Che and Xiao Yun changed into an identical set of clothes. If one did not compare their facial 

features, both their front and back were ninety percent the same. After Xiao Yun changed his clothes, he 

anxiously said, “Big Brother, what are you... going to do?” 

Yun Che slowly gazed at Xiao Yun, sizing him up, then slightly nodded his head and replied, “Good, we 

both have a very similar body structure. Unless it is someone who knows us well, it would be very hard 

to differentiate us based on our figures alone.” 

While talking, Yun Che took out a wooden box from the Sky Poison Pearl. “Sit down, I’ll help you put on 

a disguise so you will look like me.” 

“Ah?” Xiao Yun was dumbfounded. His mouth gaping widely. “Dis... disguise?” 

“Yes!” Yun Che nodded his head and knitted his brow tightly. ”Rest assured, I am using a special 

medicine for the disguise, not a profound energy disguise. Unless it is an expert, it would be impossible 

to see through it.” 

The most skillful person in the art of disguise that Yun Che had ever met in the Profound Sky Continent 

was Hua Minghai. But even if it was Hua Minghai, he could not compare with Yun Che in the art of 

disguise. With just a single glance, he could see through Hua Minghai’s disguise, but as for his own, Hua 

Minghai could not see through it in a short amount of time. 

“But, why should I disguise myself as big brother?” Xiao Yun asked with a puzzled face. 

“Because after the members of Sun Moon Divine Hall arrive... if there is no accident, there would be a 

short period of time that you would need to use my identity and face them,” Yun Che solemnly 

answered. 

“Ah?” Xiao Yun gaped, “I...” 

“Are you scared?” Yun Che smiled faintly. 

Xiao Yun became absent minded for a short moment, grit his teeth, and strongly shook his head, “Not... 

not scared! Big Brother, do not worry. Even if I have to put my life on the line, I would...” 

“Forget about putting your life on the line,” Yun Che smiled and interrupted him. ”I have already assured 

Seventh Sister that I would bring you back and would ensure that you wouldn’t be missing a single hair. 

If you lose your life, your Seventh Sister would chase me down with a knife everyday. I wouldn’t be able 

to rest in peace for the rest of my life if that were to happen.” 

As he spoke, Yun Che face became serious. ”However, this matter will still come at a great risk. Because 

Ye Xinghan wants me to die, he will surely bring at least three Monarchs with him! It’s possible that he 

might bring a mid-stage Monarch... or even one that is even higher than a mid-stage Monarch. If we 

ever fail, even though we could use the Primordial Profound Ark to escape, I believe you could envision 

how dire the consequences would be if that were to happen... After disguising yourself, I’ll tell you what 

you need to do in detail. After a while, you have to firmly remember every word I say... as this matter 

will also be a huge challenge for you.” 

“Alright... I understand.” Xiao Yun took in a mouthful of air and seriously nodded his head. 



After Yun Che left the Primordial Profound Ark, he shrunk the ark into its smallest possible state... which 

was approximately the size of his palm. Then, after arriving in front of Frozen Cloud Asgard’s main gates, 

he took the Primordial Profound Ark and placed it between two thick blocks of ice. To common 

knowledge, the way one entered and exited a profound ark was naturally going through its ark door. The 

Primordial Profound Ark could also be entered through the ark door, but it also had an additional special 

way of passage, which was also what Yun Che had always used since the start... that was space transfer! 

This was also one of the things that Yun Che would rely on when he faced Sun Moon Divine Hall today... 

Of course, the prerequisite for this was for the opponent to not discover the existence of the Primordial 

Profound Ark. However, the Primordial Profound Ark’s energy medium was Hong’er and not its own 

body, so it wouldn’t release any profound energy fluctuations when stationary. Added to the fact that 

the Primordial Profound Ark could become big or small, even if one was a Monarch, it would still be hard 

to detect its existence. Even if they saw it, they would think that it was just a model of a profound ark. 

It was late at night, and Frozen Cloud Asgard was very silent. There were still four more hours till dawn... 

In four hours, it was about time for Sun Moon Divine Hall to arrive. Yun Che used the Frozen Cloud 

Celestial Soul to issue an Asgard Master Command... Soon enough, six streaks of snow-white celestial 

silhouettes flew over and landed before Yun Che. Only Xia Qingyue was missing within the Frozen Cloud 

Seven Fairies. 

“Asgard Master, is there any important matter happening?” Murong Qianxue asked with a frown. There 

must have been some sort of pressing matter for him to call them this late in the night. 

Yun Che lowered his voice and calmly said, “It is indeed something important. People from Sun Moon 

Divine Hall are heading our way... They will arrive in about four hours. The one leading them is their 

Young Master Ye Xinghan, and he would be bringing at least three Monarchs!” 

“What?!” Murong Qianxue paled in shock. Sun Moon Divine Hall’s young master... Monarchs... To them, 

all these words were a thousand times scarier than their own nightmares! 

Just two Overlords could already force Frozen Cloud Asgard into a dead end. If it weren’t for Yun Che’s 

timely arrival, Frozen Cloud Asgard would have already ceased to exist... At least three Monarchs, just 

these alone would practically have enough power to sweep across the seven nations. Wanting to 

destroy Frozen Cloud Asgard would just require a simple hand gesture! 

“As for the reason, there is no time for me to explain it to you. You guys immediately inform all of the 

Frozen Cloud Asgard disciples. Give them an hour to take their important belongings and another hour 

to gather here!” 

“Has Asgard Master found a place for us to escape to?” Jun Lianqie nervously asked. 

“No, I never said that we have to escape!” Yun Che calmly said, “Our opponents are from Sun Moon 

Divine Hall. You guys should know very well that even if we escape today, we still would spend our 

future running, forever under the shadow of Sun Moon Divine Hall. The reason why all of Frozen Cloud 

Asgard’s disciples are to be gathered together here is to face Sun Moon Divine Hall together.” 

Yun Che’s words startled them. Chu Yueli let out a sigh and dejectedly said, ”We are, after all, talking 

about Sun Moon Divine Hall. It is something that we simply are not able to contend against. If they 

stayed, they would only just die in vain... Just let the six of us stay and face Sun Moon Divine Hall. As for 



them... there is still four hours remaining, there may still be time for them to escape. The more people 

that could escape from the demonic hands of Sun Moon Divine Hall, the more sparks of life Frozen Cloud 

Asgard will have.” 

“No! I only said that we would face Sun Moon Divine Hall together. I never said that I want you guys to 

seek death!” Yun Che seriously said. “Even though Sun Moon Divine Hall’s young master came this time, 

it does not mean that we are doomed to perish. if you all trust me... I can’t guarantee that I can protect 

Frozen Cloud Asgard, but I can definitely protect everyone’s lives! No matter if it’s Senior Master, Junior 

Master, Senior Sister, or Junior Sister, I can assure you that none of your lives will be lost!” 

“However, if all goes smoothly as planned, even Frozen Cloud Asgard can be saved...” Yun Che slightly 

lifted his hand, and his gaze swept across their snow-colored faces and bright eyes, “then our Frozen 

Cloud Asgard will undergo a nirvanic rebirth. From then on, at least for a brief period of time, no one 

would dare to offend us... until we grow strong enough to oppose them!” 

Under the night, with the quiet, snowy moon, Murong Qianxue, Jun Lianqie, Mu Lanyi, Chu Yueli, Feng 

Hanyue, and Feng Hanxue all stared dumbstruck at Yun Che and were silent for a long time... They 

weren’t able to imagine what he was relying on when he said such words against the “Sun Moon Divine 

Hall’s young master” and “at least three Monarchs” that he had personally stated. 

As it grew deeper into the night, the color of the sky turned from a gray-white into a darker gray. Chu 

Yueli was the first to speak up. “Alright... Since you are our Asgard Master, we will naturally believe your 

words.” 

“We will go gather all the disciples now,” Murong Qianxue said while nodding. As she spoke, ice beads 

had already formed at the tips of her hair... Killing the two Overlords from Sun Moon Divine Hall had 

allowed Frozen Cloud Asgard to escape their destruction, but they all knew that it was not the end of 

their calamity. It was merely the beginning... However, they did not expect that an even bigger calamity 

would strike so soon. 

“In addition, I will be in the Frozen End Divine Hall and will be setting up an isolation barrier. Before I 

come out on my own, unless those from Sun Moon Divine Hall have come early, do not let anyone go 

anywhere near it,” Yun Che suddenly stated. Then, without any further explanation, he floated up into 

the sky and flew in the direction of the Frozen End Divine Hall. 

Five hundred kilometers of cold desolation. The night wind was ice-cold. Before anyone realized it, the 

sky went from dark gray to grayish-white to pale white... and then became brightly lit. Four hours had 

quietly passed just like that. 

All the Frozen Clouds Asgard disciples had long gathered in front of the main gate. A nervous yet 

determined atmosphere had also enveloped all of Frozen Cloud Asgard. 

Murong Qianxue and the others were floating high above in the sky. All of their beautiful eyes looked 

southward and would occasionally turn to look in the direction of the Frozen End Divine Hall... After Yun 

Che entered the Frozen End Divine Hall, there were no other movements. It was now nearing the “four 

hour” time span Yun Che had spoken of. They could only continuously use Frozen Heart Arts to calm 

their minds. 



At this time, from a distant location, an ear-piercing tearing sound could be heard from the 

southwestern sky. It was also quickly getting closer and closer... Then, in the direction of the tearing 

sound, a faint black spot could be see in the pale sky. 

“What is that... AH!!” 

Following the scream of the Frozen Cloud female, in but an instant... in just a short moment, the faint 

black spot which could be seen was becoming bigger at a terrifying speed, clearly appearing as a 

completely silver profound ark silhouette. Its terrifying speed far surpassed most of the Frozen Cloud 

ladies’ cognition, and then, the silver profound ark suddenly stopped... Just like that, it stopped at a 

distance of around three hundred meters in front of them. 

The cold wind became chaotic and space was faintly fluctuating as an enormous, indescribable profound 

energy aura covered the entire Snow Region of Extreme Ice. This had even left Murong Qianxue, who 

was currently Frozen Cloud Asgard strongest, completely breathless. This level of profound strength 

could only be deemed “incomprehensible”... It was the people from Sun Moon Divine Hall... They had 

really arrived!!! 

“This profound ark, is called the Sun Moon Sacred Ark. It is the highest quality profound ark in Sun Moon 

Divine Hall. It is very fast and they would have not activated lightly. However, in order to pay our Frozen 

Cloud Asgard a visit this time, they had actually activated it.” 

A slight tone of mocking could be heard from the calm voice that came over. They all quickly turned 

their head back and exclaimed in surprise despite their fear, “Asgard Master!” 

Yun Che arrived while stepping on wind. In the blink of an eye, he flew in front of Murong Qianxue. No 

one knew what he had been doing in the Frozen End Divine Hall within those four hours. However, they 

could vaguely feel that the heavy aura that was on Yun Che’s body was weaker than it had previously 

been. At this point, while facing against the approaching the Sun Moon Sacred Ark, there was only calm 

in his aura and brows... There was even a bit of proudness. The only thing lacking was fear and anxiety! 

Yun Che stood at the very front with his gaze fixed on Sun Moon Sacred Ark’s ark door which had yet to 

open. There seemed to be a bit of a smile on his tranquil face. “Every Senior Master, Junior Master, 

Senior Sister, and Junior Sister, before us, is indeed a calamity we have never countered in our Frozen 

Cloud Asgard’s thousand years of history! However, since I am already Frozen Cloud Asgard’s Asgard 

Master, I, Yun Che, am willing to bet on my dignity... that I’ll never allow Frozen Cloud Asgard to fall into 

enemy hands! Nor will I allow anyone to suffer a tragic end. What you all have to do later on is that, no 

matter what happens next, don’t panic! Perhaps...” 

He turned his head and lightly laughed at Frozen Cloud’s young ladies, “You would discover that Sun 

Moon Divine Hall isn’t as scary as you think.” 

With the calamity before them, every single one of them smelled the odor of a stifling, ice-cold despair. 

However, Yun Che’s words and his smile, when facing against such a powerful adversary, was like a gust 

of wind that brushed away more than half their depression and fear. The slightly trembling gazes of all 

of Frozen Cloud’s young ladies fell upon the back figure of the one in front of them with a kind of 

dependence and trust. An indescribable, unfamiliar warmth unceasing grew in their hearts and 

expanded. This was a sensation they had never felt even for late Asgard Mistress Gong Yuxian. 



Chu Yueli silently looked at Yun Che’s back figure as her beautiful eyes blurred into absent-mindedness 

for a while... Who knew that the young man who had been scorned and mocked by everyone in Floating 

Cloud City, who she had protected only because of Qingyue’s request, would, in but a few years, shake 

the entire Blue Wind Nation and shake the entire Profound Sky Continent... And now, he had become 

the only thing Frozen Cloud Asgard could rely on against its greatest calamity! 

Following a heavy sound, Sun Moon Sacred Ark’s ark door opened at this time. Each figure that slowly 

came out all possessed a boundless profound energy fluctuation on their bodies. Yun Che crossed his 

chest as his eyes swept through everyone who had walked down the Sun Moon Sacred Ark. The corner 

of his mouth slowly curled into a sneer. “Ye Xinghan, you’ve finally arrived. And I had even wondered 

how awesome your Sun Moon Divine Hall’s profound ark was, but it was only like this. You’ve actually 

made me wait this long!” 

Each person who came out from the Sun Moon Sacred Ark stopped in their tracks as their expressions 

slightly changed. 

In his fit of rage, Ye Xinghan had brought along four Monarchs, fifteen Overlords, and drove the Sun 

Moon Sacred Ark over in order to kill Yun Che in the shortest time possible. It was for the purpose of not 

allowing Yun Che to be able to react or have any chance of escaping. On the way there, they had all 

envisioned all kinds of scenarios... When their Sun Moon Divine Hall unexpectedly arrived, they had 

expected Yun Che to be scared witless on the spot or perhaps flee while cowering like a rat; that within 

his fear, he would desperately run for his life... or perhaps, he would have detected it and would have 

escaped from the Frozen Cloud Asgard. Then, they would be able to destroy Frozen Cloud Asgard and 

attack Blue Wind Imperial City in order to see Yun Che’s look of despair. 

However, even in their wildest imagination, they would never have expected to see such a scene when 

they arrived... Yun Che, who was calm and composed, appeared to have been waiting for their arrival. 

He had obviously known that they were coming... yet, not only did he not escape, he showed no signs of 

worry or fear. From his deafening voice, there were no signs of nervousness or fear. Furthermore, his 

slightly crooked lips and his eyes which looked at them with arrogance and mockery seemed as though 

he was viewing prey that had been captured! 

As “hunters,” when they were faced with Yun Che’s gaze, they instantly felt like they had become the 

hunted. 

 


